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Populärvetenskaplig Sammanfattning  

Nyckelord: Sociala medier; Kommuner; Kommunikatörer; Deltagande förvaltning; 
Engagerad forskning; Tjänsteinnovation; Praktikperspektiv; Sociomaterialitet. 

Avhandlingen baseras på en fem år lång studie av svenska kommuner med fokus 
på kommunkommunikatörers användning av sociala medier. Sociala medier så 
som Facebook och Instagram har kommit att bli allt vanligare som 
kompletterande kanaler för kommunikation med medborgare. De erbjuder 
kommunikatörerna ett sätt att snabbt och med små medel nå ut till medborgarna 
och att visa upp kommunen på ett sätt som kan bidra till ökat 
medborgarförtroende. Användningen av sociala medier har på så sätt blivit ett 
kompletterande sätt att skapa transparens runt vad kommunen gör och att erbjuda 
medborgarna ett enkelt sätt att komma i kontakt med kommunen för att ställa 
frågor eller diskutera kommunens aktiviteter. Både forskning och praktik talar om 
en transformation av förvaltningen med hjälp av tjänster som sociala medier, där 
förvaltningen inte endast levererar service till medborgarna utan dessutom skapar 
arenor för samarbete runt kommunens verksamheter och tjänster. 

När sociala medier blir del av kommunens tjänster och medborgarnas vardag tänjs 
de befintliga organisatoriska gränserna, alltså gränserna mellan administration, 
politik, medborgare och andra intressenter. Ökad synlighet och möjlighet att 
informera om kommunala aktiviteter i sociala medier får 
kommunkommunikatörer att närma sig medborgarnas arenor. Det innebär att de 
behöver prata på medborgares vis, vara del av politiken för att hålla rätt ton, 
innehåll och en rak linje i samtal runt politiska beslut, samt att i stunden ta ställning 
till vad som är myndighetsutövning och vilka regler som gäller runt det. Dessutom 
är sociala medier, så som Facebook, plattformar ägda av privata företag. De styrs 
av algoritmer byggda för att stimulera användare att dela och sprida data baserat 
på exempelvis vad man gillar, vem man umgås med eller vad man jobbar med. 
För att nå ut med information och skapa interaktion, behöver man delvis förstå 
hur algoritmerna fungerar och vad ens aktiviteter i sociala medier får för 
konsekvenser. En avgörande del av avhandlingen behandlar spänningen mellan 
att å ena sidan utnyttja de möjligheter som de sociala medie-plattformarna ger för 
att nå ut och skapa medborgardeltagande, och att å andra sidan förhålla sig till vad 
som är ett legitimt agerande för en tjänsteman. 

Baserad på en engagerande forskningsansats och med hjälp av teorier runt 
tjänsteinnovation, praktikperspektiv och sociomaterialitet, problematiserar 
avhandlingen denna spänning samt de relationer som uppstår mellan kommunen, 
medborgarna och de sociala medier-plattformarna när sociala medier används för 
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kommunala ändamål. Kommunikatörernas arbete med sociala medier diskuteras 
i avhandlingen som ett förändringsarbete på väg mot en helt ny tjänsteinnovation. 
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Abstract 

Title: Social Media as Sociomaterial Service: On Practicing Public 
Service Innovation in Municipalities 

Keywords: Social media; Municipalities; Communicators; E-government; 
Participatory government; Engaged scholarship; Service 
innovation; Practice perspective; Sociomateriality 

ISBN:  978-91-88847-19-5 (Printed)  978-91-88847-18-8 (Electronic) 
 

Governments are in need to innovate public service. They struggle with complex 
societal problems, decreased citizen trust and the work of adapting to new 
demands related to how service should be delivered to fit contemporary living. 
Inspired by success stories from the private sector’s “open innovation” 
approaches, governments are complementing internal competence with 
knowledge resources of external actors such as citizens. One increasingly growing 
strategy for knowledge expansion beyond government boundaries has been to 
use social media platforms, e.g. Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. This strategy 
has been shown to be especially effective at a local government level (henceforth 
municipality) where citizens are geographically close to the government and where 
government manages activities that citizens rely on in their daily lives. 
 
Despite an expansive rise of social media use in municipalities, and efforts to see 
beyond a traditional and New Public Management approach to public service, 
there is little knowledge about the participatory and innovative capacity of social 
media in a government context. This knowledge gap is reflected in researchers’ 
and municipal administrators’ uncertainty as to how to make use of social media 
for improvement of public service and how to handle tensions about what is 
possible to do with social media and what is legitimate to do as a public servant.  
 
The aim of the thesis is thus to map, unpack and conceptualize social media 
practice by municipal communicators to understand how tensions and dynamics 
between social media mechanisms and government rationales are shaping the 
practice and how new emerging practices can be understood as public service 
innovation. The research questions of the thesis are: RQ1: How are social media 
mechanisms supporting different public service rationales?; RQ2: How is public service enacted 
in the social media practice by municipal communicators?; RQ 3: How can social media practice 
by municipal communicators be understood as public service innovation? 
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With an engaged scholarship research approach, related research on social media 
logic, e-government, e-governance and digital public service innovation, and with 
the help of the theoretical perspectives “service innovation,” “practice 
perspective” and “sociomateriality,” the thesis  contributes extended insights into 
how social media platform mechanisms support different government rationales 
in processes of sociomaterial service, and how such practice can be understood 
as creative processes towards public service innovation.  
 
As a practical contribution I propose that both communicators and managers in 
government engage together in networks of others working with social media and 
to discuss for instance the mission of the government in relation to the aim of 
using social media, what tensions arise in the social media practice and why, and 
how algorithms are shaping the social media practice. 
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1 Introduction 

The nature and processes of innovation in organizations have changed. Creation 
of new ideas, processes and products is not only limited to big firms or 
governmental entities, but is also taking place beyond organizational borders, 
through collaboration between people and organizations, arranged in networks 
(Lusch and Nambisan 2015; Sørensen 2016). Service platforms such as Facebook, 
Google and Amazon play a key role in such innovation paradigms. Due to these 
platforms’ capacity to separate information from physical matters, shared 
resources (e.g. information, skills and knowledge) are generated to networks of 
actors that potentially, through processes of resource integration, may connect 
and co-create new values to themselves and others (Lusch and Vargo 2011; Vargo 
and Lusch 2008). In the new landscape of innovation, intangible innovations such 
as networking (e.g. Facebook), streaming video (e.g. Netflix) and reading e-books 
(e.g. Amazon Kindle) become increasingly salient (Yoo 2010). To understand 
these innovations some researchers claim that there is a need for a new innovation 
paradigm centered on service. From a “service dominant logic” perspective, 
innovation is focused on the process of the output of the innovation and the resources 
and competence needed for innovation, rather than on the outcome of the product 
offering that is exchanged (Lusch and Nambisan 2015; Vargo and Lusch 2004). 
To utilize existing innovations for future problem solving, firms, public and 
private organizations as well as researchers need to better understand the role of 
technology in service innovation (Barrett et al. 2015; Lusch and Nambisan 2015; 
Orlikowski and Scott 2015; Orlikowski and Iacono 2001) and how organizations 
can support that role (Lusch and Nambisan 2015).  

In this thesis service innovation is explored in the public sector. Service 
innovation in the private and public sectors is partly based on different aspects 
(Bertot et al. 2016; Hartley 2005). On the one hand, while the private sector is 
primarily driven by economic advantages and competition, which may restrict 
sharing of good ideas to partners (Hartley 2005), the public sector is motivated 
by the diffusion of improvements (e.g. efficiency of public service), to increase 
public value (Moore 1995). As such, the public sector may have fruitful premises 
for service innovation. On the other hand, the public sector is more sensitive to 
political influence, it is less autonomous and subsequently less flexible than private 
sector institutions (Bertot et al. 2016). Legislation, policy and service are set to 
help business innovate but not primarily to innovate the government itself. 
Hence, laws and rules are sometimes contradictory and risk hindering potential 
innovation (OECD 2015). 
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Governments nonetheless need to innovate in providing public service (Bertot et 
al. 2016). They struggle with decreased trust from citizens (Tolbert and 
Mossberger 2006) and adaptation to new citizen demands (faster transactions, 
instant replies to questions, etc.) related to how service should be delivered to fit 
contemporary living (Bertot et al. 2012b). Due to the increased heterogeneity of 
culture and ideas, the public sector is also in a situation of complex problems 
(Bertot et al. 2016; Fischer 2015; OECD 2015). The understanding of these needs 
and problems has to be contextually sensitive, while service needs to be 
universally applicable to benefit all citizens (Bertot et al. 2016). 

Inspired by success stories from private sector “open innovation” (Chesbrough 
2003; Chesbrough 2006), and with an ambition to meet the abovementioned 
problems (Bertot et al. 2016; Loukis et al. 2017), governments are utilizing 
experiences and knowledge of citizens to innovate public service (Linders 2012; 
Loukis et al. 2017). An open innovation approach aims to expand the internal 
knowledge resources with a significant degree of knowledge resources from 
external actors such as suppliers, customers, business partners and academia, as 
well as knowledge from the “crowd” (e.g. citizens) (Loukis et al. 2017). In public 
government research and practice, the open innovation paradigm took hold 
during US President Obama’s incumbency. He introduced the “Transparency and 
Open Government” memo (Obama 2009), which aimed to increase transparency, 
participation and collaboration in all agencies, and he especially demanded that 
agencies exploit new technology for this purpose (Mergel 2013b; Mergel 2016). 

One increasingly growing strategy for expanding government knowledge beyond 
government boundaries has come to be to use social media platforms such as 
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, for information and communication with 
citizens (OECD 2015). Such initiatives are taken by public administration as a 
reaction to citizens’ growing social media experience and their increased demand 
for government responsiveness, and timely delivery of information and service 
(Bertot et al. 2012b; Medaglia and Zheng 2017). Social media can be understood 
as just another effort in a long history of digitalization of government 
(Bretschneider and Mergel 2011), however, there are at least two strong 
arguments that point to its uniqueness (Medaglia and Zheng 2017) and that will 
frame the problem area of concern in the thesis. 

First, the frequently cited definition of social media as “a group of Internet-based 
technologies that allows users to easily create, edit, evaluate and/or link to content 
or other creators of content” (Kaplan and Haenlein 2010) captures the interactive 
and collaborative capacity of social media. Those features, in combination with a 
world of decentralized “computing in the small” (Sørensen 2016), where 
individuals (e.g. citizens) have access to mobile digital devices, applications and 
Internet and where individuals are connected with each other and with 
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organizations through immediate communication, give citizens the opportunity 
to use the information they produce about themselves, others or the environment 
to stay informed, discuss issues and help out internally, and to use it to directly 
report to the government on events such as crimes, traffic accidents, fires, etc. 
(Bretschneider and Mergel 2011). Similarly, government has access to information 
about citizens through passive or active monitoring (Loukis et al. 2017) and can 
use the information and communication citizens produce as input for 
improvement of service (Bertot et al. 2012a; Bretschneider and Mergel 2011; 
Mergel 2013a). Government social media has been called a paradigm shift in the 
relationship between citizens and government (Mergel 2016). In this new 
paradigm, citizens have an active role as co-creators of public service, rather than 
a role as passive consumers (Bertot et al. 2012a; Linders 2012). Through smart 
monitoring and timely offers of interaction, government may, within this 
paradigm, utilize social media platforms to increase transparency of government 
operations (Bertot et al. 2010) and increase the opportunity for citizens to 
influence policy and service (Bertot et al. 2012b; Bretschneider and Mergel 2011; 
Mergel 2013a). Transparency of government operations and empowerment of 
citizens to influence are fundamental aspects of public governance for minimizing 
corruption and increasing trust in government. 

Second, an argument that motivates the uniqueness of social media, and that frames 
a second area of interest in the thesis, is related to the mechanisms, ownership 
and business logics of the social media platforms. Social media platforms are not 
implemented on government servers but are rather hosted by external service 
providers, run by private organizations (e.g. Facebook) (Mergel 2013a). Social 
media platforms can be viewed as the underlying dynamics of two-sided platforms 
that on the one hand enable resources such as information, skills and expertise to 
be integrated and reproduced by all kinds of actors both within and outside the 
organization using the platform (Eaton et al. 2015; Gawer 2014; Islind 2018; 
Tilson et al. 2010b). Benefits in an innovation process are created when different 
resources are integrated and reshaped (Tilson et al. 2010b) in processes of value 
co-creation (Bertot et al. 2016; Lusch and Nambisan 2015). On the other hand, 
and in contrast to the democratic view of two-sided platforms as participatory 
spaces for innovation, they can also be viewed from the perspective of monopoly 
and centralized power to a few companies such as Google, Facebook and Apple 
(Eaton et al. 2015). The large-scale infrastructure these platforms require in terms 
of financial and technical resources make them dominant on the market (Tilson 
et al. 2010b). That means innovators utilizing the platforms have to rely on norms, 
standards and rules set by a few platform owners (Eaton et al. 2015).  

These norms, standards and rules are embedded in algorithms that serve as 
instructions for the platforms regarding what content and connections should be 
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promoted to the user. The algorithms are constructed by users’ sharing of 
interaction data, which means that platforms are all dependent on the users to 
interact with the platform. In that way, the foundation of social media platforms 
is algorithms, constructed by the platform owners and the crowd interacting with 
the platform (Orlikowski and Scott 2015; van Dijck and Poell 2013).The 
performance of social media by governments is thereby reliant not only on the 
users’ willingness to participate, but also on governments’ capability to interpret 
the algorithms and act on crowd-sourced and algorithmically produced data. It is 
of concern for governments to make use of the data produced and to understand 
how to assess their own performance in relation to the mission of government 
(Mergel 2013a). Thus, how algorithms and the crowd (e.g. citizens) have a strong 
constitutive role in the work with social media is of main concern in order to 
understand service innovation (Orlikowski and Scott 2015).  

The mechanisms of social media platforms and the algorithms underlying its 
operations create a new relationship between government and platform owners 
(Mergel 2014), which affects interaction patterns and power relations when 
objectives and strategies for government social media are developed (Medaglia 
and Zheng 2017). In the thesis I argue that tension between different sides of 
two-sided platforms are mirrored in the work with social media in the 
government. While the relationship between “government and citizens” has been 
extensively investigated when social media is used, the relationship between 
“government and external service platform owners” is less examined (Medaglia 
and Zheng 2017; Mergel 2013a; Mergel 2014). It has further been shown to be 
important to not only take one of the perspectives (users or platform owners) into 
account. van Dijck and Poell (2013) call for more research on the entanglement 
of social media logic and organizational rationales. In a similar vein Orlikowski 
and Scott (2015) emphasize the importance of unpacking the material 
consequences for organizations when social media platforms are used and how 
multiple interests shape resources and relations.  

The abovementioned relationships between “government and citizens” and 
“government and external service platform owners” challenge the work of public 
officials. Working with social media in the government is about considering these 
relationships. Government officials need to continuously strive for a contextual 
understanding of citizens, while at the same time continuously considering what 
is legitimate to do as a government official (Bergquist et al. 2017). Simultaneously 
the work of social media is permeated with the impact of algorithmically 
manipulated user-generated data that influences what is visible and doable in the 
moment and in the future (Orlikowski and Scott 2015; van Dijck and Poell 2013). 
The three actors of consideration (government, citizens and social media platform 
owners) have three different agendas or logics. In the work with social media in 
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the government these meet and mix and are sometimes contradictory, which puts 
public officials in a situation when they have to consider and enact these tensions. 
To understand how governments can take better advance of citizens’ knowledge, 
there is a need to unpack and increase the understanding of these tensions and 
dynamics between government, citizens and the social media platforms. In the 
thesis the abovementioned actors, the relationships and the tensions and 
dynamics occurring in the work with social media, are the unit of analysis and also 
the scene for innovation of public service.  

The way organizations conceive innovation has changed in recent decades. 
According to the Oslo manual (the leading guide for innovation in the industry) 
(OECD 2005), the concept of “innovation” is defined as “The implementation 
of new and significantly improved product (good or service), or process, a new 
marketing method, or a new organizational method in business practice, 
workplace organization or external relations” (OECD 2005, p. 46). It is worth 
emphasizing that innovation is the application of an idea and not just a good idea 
as such. Innovation also means application of an idea in a certain context, hence 
the idea does not have to be new, although the way it is used must be new (OECD 
2005). The difference between public sector innovations and innovations in the 
private sector lies in the objectives of the innovation. Incentives for innovation 
in the private sector are, simply put, to increase competitive advantages and to 
increase profit. In the public sector, the outcome of innovation needs to result in 
societal improvements (Bertot et al. 2016). Each innovation in the public sector 
is related to a public policy and the outcome of the innovation needs to benefit 
the public good (OECD 2015). 

Four different types of innovations have been identified, according to the Oslo 
manual (OECD 2005): product innovation, process innovation, marketing 
innovation and organizational innovation. Often one type of innovation can fall 
into the definition of two categories. In the thesis I argue that the work with social 
media in government can be considered as both “process innovation” and 
“organizational innovation.” It is a process innovation in the sense that it is an 
effort to improve a supply method, for the purpose to increase the quality of a 
public service (process innovation). It is also an organizational method intended 
to improve the external relations and to gain access to knowledge beyond 
organizational boundaries (organizational innovation). Both types of innovations 
are conducted through interaction with citizens and monitoring citizens’ 
expectations and needs through social media. Changes in work practice through 
existing organizational methods are not considered an innovation. Nor is the 
formulation of new strategies per se an innovation (OECD 2015). As such, the 
type of innovation focused on in the thesis can be described as the practice of a 
new supply method and a new organizational method that innovates public 
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service and the government’s external relations, with focus on the relation 
between government and citizens and government and platform owners.  

Organizationally, the thesis focuses on work with social media and service 
innovation at the local government level (henceforth municipality). Social media has 
been increasingly used at this level (Mainka et al. 2014). Since the municipality is 
geographically close to the citizens and since the municipality is the government 
level that manages the facilities that citizens rely on in their everyday life (OECD 
2013), citizens are more likely to interact with the municipality than with 
institutions at other government levels (Mossberger et al. 2013b). Since citizens’ 
influence on government operations and their perception of influence are strong 
motivating factors for well-being (OECD 2013), research on social media at the 
municipal level is of special importance. Furthermore, the thesis has a focus on 
administration (hence not on the political organization or elected officials). 
Successful government social media efforts that have generated citizen 
engagement are mainly reported from the political sphere, such as elections and 
citizen campaigns, or political grassroots activism. Interaction between public 
administration and citizens is not focused to the same extent (Mergel 2014). 

More specifically the thesis pays attention to public communicators in the 
administration, who are a group of administrators that are especially affected by 
this change (Bryson et al. 2014; Simmons 2014). They have the overall 
responsibility for the social media channels in the municipality and they are the 
outward face to the citizens. That implies that they are often the first entry point 
for citizens when they contact the municipality and they serve as representatives 
for the municipality in social media. They are also advisors to other public 
servants and elected officials that want to use social media in their work, and they 
serve as mediators between the three actor groups: citizens, administration and 
elected officials (Bernhard 2014; Johannessen et al. 2012). The communicators’ 
approach to social media in relation to public administration and public service, 
and their actual work with social media, thereby has an impact on other actors’ 
approach to social media and public service in the municipality, and as such they 
are important actors in the study of social media use in the municipality.  

The empirical setting is Swedish municipalities. In 2018, 98% of Swedish inhabitants 
have access to Internet at home, 83% of the Internet users use social media and 
63% use it daily (Davidsson et al. 2018). The municipalities in Sweden use a variety 
of social media platforms, but Facebook is the most common. Facebook is a 
social media platform where individuals and organizations can create a private 
profile or professional page and connect that profile/page to other 
profiles/pages. The profile or page owner can post messages on the profile/page 
and others can post messages to the profile/page. In 2017 Facebook had 2 billion 
active users per month (Wikipedia 2018a). Out of the 290 Swedish municipalities, 
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219 have an active Facebook page managed by the central administration 
(Smampion 2016) where municipalities communicate with citizens and other 
stakeholders and where, in most cases, stakeholders can reply to posts or post 
their own messages. Facebook is used in municipal departments such as schools, 
libraries, elderly care, etc., however, in the thesis focus is on the use of Facebook 
by communicators in the central administration, which has the overall responsibility 
for external (and internal) communication. Other social media platforms used are 
Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube and Snapchat, however, due to its 
dominance in municipalities, Facebook is the social media platform in the 
foreground in the thesis.  

The structure of the thesis is as follows. After this introduction I elaborate further 
on the motivation and problem formulation of the thesis, followed by the aim 
and research questions. Then I go through related research on social media 
platforms, e-government and e-governance, and notions of digital public service 
innovation. Thereafter the theoretical framework is presented including service 
innovation, sociomateriality and practice perspective. I then describe and discuss 
the research approach applied and the empirical context. After that I summarize 
the five papers included in the thesis. The cover paper ends with a discussion of 
main findings and contributions followed by a conclusion and discussion of 
implications and suggestions for further research. After the cover paper the five 
included papers are presented. 

 

1.1 Motivation and Problem Formulation 

There are certainly attempts to use social media as public service for improved 
interaction with citizens and for monitoring citizens’ needs and expectations. 
However, most governments use social media for information dissemination, 
education and promotion (Bellström et al. 2016; Bonsón et al. 2015; Ma 2018; 
Mainka et al. 2014; Mergel 2013a). Researchers point to risks with using social 
media without taking into account the networking and interactive opportunities. 
Instead of increasing efficiency, use of social media can risk decreasing efficiency, 
for instance due to lack of reorganization and resources (e.g. time, skills, etc.), and 
thereby problems to live up to the relevance, timeliness and directness that 
citizens expect may arise (Bryer and Zavattaro 2011). Using social media as public 
service further means delegation of some of the control over information and 
communication to citizens (Linders 2011). If the government is absent in these 
processes, false or negative pictures of the government may spread. An increased 
openness of government activities also implies that citizens can see more of what 
is done. If government operations are not well done and additionally the critique 
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is not taken care of properly by the government, transparency of government 
operations may risk decreasing trust (Grimmelikhuijsen et al. 2013). 

Even though social media is incorporated into daily routines, research shows that 
the organizational culture that may support such processes is not necessarily 
developed at the same rate (Knox 2016), and there is little knowledge of how 
processes of citizen engagement in social media are transferred and implemented 
into policy and service (Ferro et al. 2013). Millard (2010) claims that most digital 
service in governments implies mainly silo-centric and top-down approaches, 
benefitting primarily the government itself. Bannister and Connolly (2012a) argue 
that governments are increasingly using complex technology for improved 
service, however with little or no better solutions than with previous technology. 
As is well known within the literature on information systems, use of new 
information technology, without understanding of the technological properties 
and the sociotechnical processes involved in use, will risk reinforcing existing 
organizational structures (Orlikowski and Iacono 2001) and thereby not lead to 
innovations that can meet contemporary societal needs and problems (Bertot et 
al. 2016). If social media is to be used by governments, there are thus strong 
arguments for better understanding of the problem of how interaction and 
collaboration with citizens can be achieved (Ferro et al. 2013) and how social 
media can be used for monitoring citizens’ needs and expectations to improve 
public service (Loukis et al. 2017).  

To address that problem there is a need to know what it means to improve public 
service and what constitutes such work. Public service refers to the performance 
of government administrative tasks that are key to the government’s core activities 
and welfare facilities such as police, education, healthcare, housing, environment 
and communications (OECD 2015). Public service is for example information, 
guidance, counseling and other government exercises, in any type of office and 
more often through technology-supported service channels (SOU 2009:92). It 
relates to “service in public sector with the purpose to generate value to the 
public” (Bertot et al. 2016, p. 211). As such public service is the exercise of 
providing public facilities, a work practice performed by public administrators to 
equally support citizens in their everyday living.  

How service is approached and exercised is related to prevailing government 
rationales. Government cultures and approaches to public service develop and 
change over time and in relation to and with contextually specific problems and 
demands (Bertot et al. 2016) and in an interplay with developments in the society 
at large (Bryson et al. 2014). In general and historically in the OECD countries, 
there has been a movement from a traditional public administration paradigm, 
founded in assumptions that the role of the government is to keep the 
organization in order, be effective and do what it is expected to, to a new public 
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management rationale in which focus is on optimizing efficiency, measuring 
performance and serving citizens as individual customers (Bryson et al. 2014). 
With the diffusion of social media platforms and other advanced technology that 
stimulates exchange of resources and collaboration outside the government, 
government research and practice has realized the participatory and democratic 
potentials with public service (Bertot et al. 2016; Henman 2013; Janowski et al. 
2018; Navarra and Cornford 2012). In such an emerging paradigm, public service 
not only benefits citizens through an accountable and serving administration, it 
also implies a more participatory and democratic rationale as outlined above. 
Embedded in such a rationale is the goal to enable open and collaborative 
arrangements through a more participatory governance (Henman 2013) Social 
media platforms are thought to be important components in such electronic 
governance, or e-governance (Bertot et al. 2016; Navarra and Cornford 2012). As 
mechanisms of social media platforms arguably tend to mix with organizational 
rationales (Bonsón et al. 2015; van Dijck and Poell 2013), and as social media 
mechanisms have been ascribed to support a participatory governance (or e-
governance), it is motivated to investigate how different social media mechanisms 
support different government rationales. 

It is further argued that ideas of e-governance as a movement towards better 
government are not realized in practice (Bannister and Grönlund 2017). To 
understand how public service can be processes of innovation and benefit citizens 
and government in a participatory and democratic way, by means of social media 
platforms, there is also a motivation to unpack municipal communicators’ 
everyday social media practice and shed light on how they, in situ, enact public 
service, including algorithmically and crowd-generated content and metrics.  

Practicing digital public service innovation means to act on algorithmically 
mediated content and connections, and simultaneously consider government 
rationales and what it means to be a public servant. To understand such 
sociotechnical assemblages of intertwined relationships between users, platform 
owners and algorithmically mediated content, connections and metrics, 
sociomateriality is considered to be a suitable theoretical lens in this thesis (Cecez-
Kecmanovic et al. 2014; Orlikowski and Scott 2015). Furthermore, to understand 
public service not only as a process of serving predefined content to a predefined 
audience, but also as the creation of content and connections as it emerges in 
social media, a practice perspective is argued to be helpful (Leonardi 2013; 
Orlikowski 2000). Finally, to understand how public service may be a process of 
creating something new that benefits the public, a service innovation lens is 
applied (Lusch and Nambisan 2015; Vargo and Lusch 2004). As such, a 
sociomaterial practice perspective and a service innovation perspective constitute 
the theoretical framework in the thesis.  
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The empirical foundation of the thesis is based on an engaged scholarship 
approach, inspired by Van de Ven (2007). During a period of five years (2014–
present), I have been engaged with the work of municipal communicators and 
through deep interviews, workshops, secondary surveys, and quantitative and 
qualitative Facebook observations, new practices and research have been 
developed.  

 

1.2 Aim and Research Questions 

The research setting of the thesis is Swedish municipalities and the unit of analysis 
is the professional social media practice of municipal communicators. The aim of 
the thesis is to map, unpack and conceptualize social media practice by municipal 
communicators to understand how tensions and dynamics between social media 
mechanisms and government rationales are shaping the practice and how new 
emerging practices can be understood as public service innovation. The research 
questions of the thesis are: 

RQ1: How do social media mechanisms support different public service rationales? 

RQ2: How is public service enacted in the social media practice by municipal communicators? 

RQ 3: How can social media practice by municipal communicators be understood as public 
service innovation? 

The three research questions are addressed through five research papers and this 
cover text. Each research paper can be related to the overall aim of the thesis and 
the research questions in the papers pinpoint one or two of the overall research 
questions of the thesis.  
 
Motivated by the literature on government social media saying that social media 
has potential to increase transparency and citizen participation, the aim of Paper 
1 was to map potential correlations between different dimensions of citizen 
satisfaction, and municipal social media performance (number of likes, shares and 
comments on Facebook). The hypotheses of the paper were: H1) Social media 
performance is related to how satisfied citizens are with the municipality as a place to live; H2) 
Social media performance is related to how satisfied citizens are with the municipality’s 
performance regarding delivered services; H3) Social media performance is related to how satisfied 
citizens are with the transparency and the influence they have on their local government. 

The insights we gained from Paper 1 that different dimensions of citizens’ 
satisfaction relate differently to social media performance motivated the work of 
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the following papers to further investigate how social media is practiced and how 
it can be utilized to benefit citizens in different ways. 

The aim of Paper 2 was thus to start unpacking the social media practice of 
municipal communicators to understand why only certain dimensions of citizens 
satisfaction seem to be realized by means of social media. In the paper we explore 
challenges the municipal communicators face when using social media and how 
social media practice is a continuous learning process paved with tensions and 
dynamics related to professional identity and coordination of work. The research 
question is: How is social media use challenging the work and identity of communicators in 
the municipality? 

In Paper 3 we build on Paper 2 and further investigate the tensions occurring in 
social media practice of municipal communicators and two other types of public 
sector professionals (nurses and physicians). The aim of the paper was to further 
explore the transformational processes going on in social media practice of public 
sector professionals (municipal communicators included) and to shed light on 
entanglements of the role of technology and the role of being professional in the 
public sector. The research question is: How do public sector professionals balance social 
media use and their professional role? 

In Paper 4 we continue the investigation of tensions and dynamics occurring in 
the social media practice of municipal communicators. The aim of Paper 4 is to 
explore how government rationales and social media platform logics are 
intertwined in government communicators’ social media practice and more 
specifically why and how standpoints, approaches and activities emerge and are 
transformed in practice, when social media is used for public service. The research 
question is: How are different value logics realized in the social media practice of municipal 
communicators? 

In Paper 5 we investigate how algorithms are part of the everyday social media 
practice of the communicators. The aim of the study is to explore the influence 
of algorithms on strategies and reflections in social media practice. The research 
questions are: (i) What is algorithmic work? and (ii) How is algorithmic work with social 
media conducted in a municipal context?. 

Table 1 illustrates which of Papers 1-5 address which research questions RQ1-
RQ2. RQ3 is not addressed in any paper but is addressed in the cover text.  



 

 

 

Table 1: Overall research questions and which papers and cover text address which 
research questions.
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2 Related Research 

The aim of this chapter is to position the thesis in relation to previous research 
on government use of social media. The first section outlines how social media 
platforms both enable and restrict messages, interactions and connections to users 
and what mechanisms make social media unique in relation to traditional mass 
media. The next section illustrates how e-government is undergoing a 
transformation from a management-oriented approach to a more participatory 
approach and how that affects public service. The last section outlines how social 
media is being used in government to take advantage of citizens as a resource for 
innovation of public service. 

 

2.1 Social Media Platform Logic 

Social media has been theorized as underlying dynamics of two-sided platforms 
where the one side represents mechanisms that affect the user and the other side 
the platform owner (Eaton et al. 2015). van Dijck and Poell (2013) make a similar 
distinction and describe social media platforms as enablers of a set of double 
logics and describe the duality as a “double-edged sword of empowerment— of 
users and platforms” (p. 11). 

Subsequently, on the one hand social media platforms enable resources such as 
information, skills and expertise to be integrated and reproduced by all kind of 
actors both within and outside the organization using the platform (Eaton et al. 
2015; Gawer 2014; Tilson et al. 2010b). They have been ascribed with the 
potential to connect users with the same interests and enable them to create 
content and share views and ideas together in a shared space (Kaplan and 
Haenlein 2010; Yates and Paquette 2011). Social media platforms come with new 
mechanisms for users to create content and connect, and with new possibilities 
to influence news feeds and their own participation in social interaction (van Dijck 
and Poell 2013). Facebook, Instagram and Twitter are examples of social media 
platforms that are distinctive in the sense that they allow people to self-design and 
make visible their profile and social networks to others (boyd and Ellison 2007). 
Social media platforms afford visibility of behaviors, knowledge, preferences, and 
communication networks; editability of content before posting or reposting; 
persistence of posts and discussions over time; and association between people 
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and between people and content (Leonardi et al. 2012). They have further been 
shown to enable a high level of social presence (intimacy and immediacy) and self-
presentation (the possibility to influence others to gain rewards and present an 
image of oneself), which are factors that trigger human interactivity (Kaplan and 
Haenlein 2010). Accordingly, one can argue that social media platforms, with their 
openness and freedom of content and connections, enable innovation processes 
to take place not only within the organization but also between and beyond the 
organization by a massive number of participating individuals (Cf. Chesbrough 
2006; Von Hippel 2005), and that they may be suitable platforms for citizen 
participation and engagement (Cf. Bonsón et al. 2015; Bonsón et al. 2012; Linders 
2011; Sæbø et al. 2009). 

However, on the other hand, and in contrast to mechanisms for liberal and free 
interactivity and connections and enabling of emancipating spaces for innovation, 
social media platforms can also be viewed from the perspective of control of the 
platform owners (Eaton et al. 2015). According to Varian (2010), the core idea of 
the current internet market is to provide users, more or less automatically, with 
relevant information that matches expectations and intentions of the users, and 
to make the platforms socially important by nudging users to establish closer 
bonds to family and friends. To manage that, platforms are all dependent on user 
data. Such data consists of encoded user behaviors (e.g. likes, shared posts, written 
comments, search terms, connections and interaction with others, etc.) and other 
kinds of information about the user (such as age and occupation) that users have 
intentionally or unintentionally shared with the social media provider (Alaimo et 
al., 2015). Users’ interactions online and their willingness to share the data are in 
that sense crucial resources for social media platforms (Varian, 2010).  

Algorithms, constructed from this data, are sets of instructions for how content 
and connections are to be prioritized and promoted to the users. The social media 
platform algorithms are governed by the platform owners and their business 
goals. How data is collected, analyzed and refined to build up the continuously 
evolving algorithms are partly invisible operations, which multiply the impact of 
users (Zuboff 2015). Also, algorithms do not operate alone but are coupled to 
multiple algorithms, all connected in a network of algorithms (Janssen and Kuk, 
2016). That makes it difficult for users to trace problems caused by algorithms 
(Twomey, 2018). Due to impact of the crowd (user interaction and sharing of 
data) and manipulations by the platform owners to enable an evolution of even 
more predictive service, algorithms are continuously changing.  The complexity, 
invisibility and constant change thus make it difficult for users to predict the 
outcome of algorithms and to plan work and socialization in social media.  

Most research has been conducted on either perspective of the two-sided 
platforms but less on both sides (van Dijck and Poell 2013). Much of the early 
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research on social media platforms has had a technological perspective on social 
media platforms as generators of a more egalitarian society where customers, 
citizens and individuals are empowered to participate and impact their 
transactions (e.g. news and information consumption and communication). 
Especially in e-government research and practice, this technology deterministic 
perspective has been dominant (Bannister and Grönlund 2017). There have also 
been critical perspectives highlighting the dominance of the platform owners and 
their influence over online and offline activities, social life and organizations, as 
mentioned above. This research sheds light on aspects such as surveillance and 
lack of privacy and control when interaction data is constantly collected, analyzed 
and refined by platform owners (Cf. Zuboff 2015). In the e-government literature, 
research points to difficulties of implementing social media since the vision of 
social media often contradicts traditional government practices (Reddick and 
Norris 2013). Since the purpose of the thesis is to understand such tensions, 
contradictions and interplays, in the remaining part of this chapter I outline 
literature on elements of social media logic followed by government rationales 
and how these come together in practice.  

The following literature discussion takes its point of departure in van Dijck and 
Poell (2013) notion of “social media logic,” referred to as “the processes, 
principles, and practices through which these platforms process information, 
news, and communication, and more generally, how they channel social traffic” 
(p. 5). Social media logic in van Dijck and Poell (2013) terminology is a set of 
strategies and mechanisms consisting of four main elements: programmability, 
popularity, connectivity and datafication. These are not exclusive components but they 
are the most prominent, and they are all interrelated and complementary to 
traditional mass media logic (underlying the media logic of radio, TV and 
traditional press). From the perspective of the thesis, the distinction to traditional 
mass media logic is interesting since research shows that social media is often 
practiced as if social media platforms generate and are driven by the same 
mechanisms as mass media (Ellison and Hardey 2013; Mergel 2013b). 

The first element of media logic, programmability, relates to strategies to steer 
information and connections in certain directions. In mass media logic 
programmability refers to the strategies of a central broadcasting agency to steer 
content in a preprogrammed flow so that the audience becomes emotionally 
touched and motivated to continue following the flow. In social media logic 
programmability, agencies instead utilize algorithms to steer the flow. The 
algorithms are based on business strategies that are reflected in the way the 
algorithms operate. Facebook has for instance always had a focus on content and 
connections related to family and friends (Zuckenberg 2018), while LinkedIn’s 
strategies aim to enable professional contacts to connect. Compared to the 
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programmability of mass communication, strategies of platform owners, 
embedded in algorithms, are difficult to study and for users to understand since 
they are partly invisible, and they are continuously evolving in line with platform 
owners’ business ideas and the users’ interactions (van Dijck and Poell 2013). 

Programmability in the social media logic also means a shift from “audience” to 
“users.” While an audience is passive, users can steer the traffic by interacting with 
the platform and by defying or ignoring platform policies, e.g. by massively 
clicking on one type of content or using “non-authentic” reactions to posts (see 
e.g. Facebook, 2017). “Engagement baits” on Facebook are typically this kind of 
(what Facebook calls) spam, which gives the algorithms wrong indications and 
false data. Engagement baits are posts that intentionally tease people to interact 
with likes, shares, tags and comments only in order to achieve greater reach 
(Facebook, 2017). A “tag bait,” for instance, can be a post that aims to grasp 
people’s attention to get into a conversation by tagging a friend in the post, such 
as the following type of post with a painted picture of a girl: “Who is the mystery 
girl? Tag friends that look like her. If enough people comment, I get to keep the 
painting!” (Facebook 2017). Facebook has since 2016 been more restrictive about 
pages and profiles that use engagement baits (Zuckenberg 2018). As such, users 
have agency to influence the algorithms, and platform owners are reliant on users 
to get proper data that can improve the platform. In that way, the element of 
programmability in the social media logic involves a two-tiered rationale where 
platforms and users are entangled in socio-technical processes.  

The second element of the social media logic is related to the notion of popularity 
which has always been highly recognized in the mass media logic. Much theorizing 
has been done on the pushing of certain people and topics that get attention by a 
mass audience (Aalberg et al. 2012) and the shaping of public opinion by filtering 
out and giving weight to certain content in mass media (Altheide and Snow 1985). 
Mechanisms of popularity were thought in the beginning of the social media era 
to create egalitarian networks of people in the sense that all individuals would be 
more equally enabled to participate. As discussed above, however, with the 
expansion of information and users of social media platforms, platform owners 
needed to make a selection of content and connections in order to offer only the 
most relevant stories to their users (Varian 2010). That, together with increasingly 
advanced algorithms, techniques for filtering out most influential content have 
become more refined. In the case of Facebook, that implies that posts that are 
seen first on the Facebook profile or page are posts from friends, as well as pages 
the user has interacted with and that other friends have interacted with.  
Social media platforms promote the popularity of stories through different 
ranking mechanisms (Cf. Orlikowski and Scott 2015). Users can see who and how 
many people have interacted with the post or page, and in the case of Facebook, 
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page owners can see statistics of most trending posts. The ability to measure and 
make visible the popularity is an important aspect of popularity in the social media 
logic. Popularity has become increasingly accepted as a standard metric to 
measure people’s ideas (van Dijck and Poell 2013).  

Popularity in social media logic is similar to popularity in mass media logic in the 
sense that the feeding of stories can be steered by a central agency (e.g. Facebook 
or TV news agents). What is new however in the social media logic is that both 
the central agent (the social media platform owner) and the user can manipulate 
popularity. Platform owners steer the traffic of posts and connections by means 
of the algorithms. And users can, through interaction (as mentioned above), and 
by adjusting the private settings, prioritize certain content and connections and 
restrict others (Facebook 2018). 

Connectivity is the third element of logic and refers to the capability of social media 
platforms to enable socio-technical connections between content, user activities 
and advertisements. Social media platforms mediate the users’ activities and shape 
how connections are established, and users influence this mediation through their 
specific activity on social media platforms and by sharing data that feed the 
algorithms. “Connectivity should thus be seen as an advanced strategy of 
algorithmically connecting users to content, users to users, platforms to users, 
users to advertisers, and platforms to platforms.” (van Dijck and Poell 2013, p. 
9). In that way, connectivity implies the mutual shaping of connections of users, 
platforms and advertisers. While mass media clearly target certain geographically 
defined audiences, what is new in the social media logic is its geographical 
boundlessness, and its enabling of connections between users with common 
interests, e.g. “pages/groups you might be interested in” or “people you might 
know” on Facebook.  

Some scholars argue that social media platforms enable liberal and free 
connections, while others argue that social media logic is only a new way of 
customized advertisement. van Dijck and Poell (2013) argue that social media 
logic implies both. Rainie and Wellman (2012) discuss networked individualism 
as a new way of connecting and socializing. Individuals connect to individuals 
rather than predefined groups or people geographically nearby, and those 
individuals create loosely coupled networks of connected individuals. In such 
networks, there is no hierarchical governing by users and organizations, instead it 
is the platforms that organize the networks. Social media platforms have for 
instance been successful during crises, such as earthquakes, when previously 
unknown individuals have connected to each other, and help has been managed 
successfully by individuals and governments (Kim and Hastak 2018; Lindsay 
2011). 
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The other side of the coin shows a development towards automated 
personalization and networked customization ideas (van Dijck and Poell 2013). 
Social media platforms have become a necessity in people’s everyday life, which 
makes it difficult for citizens to criticize the service providers’ data handling. 
Zuboff (2015) argues that the platform providers profit from people’s willingness 
to share their social lives online and from people's ignorance of what the social 
footprints they leave may be used for. She further claims that this is a kind of 
“surveillance capitalism” that gives rise to asymmetry between platform providers 
and individual users: i) Platform owners know more about the individuals than 
the individual people know about themselves; ii) individuals have very little insight 
into what social media platform providers do with the data they have about 
people, and they tend to be ignorant about it; ii) and people are dependent on 
social media services (Zuboff, 2015). In that sense, due to their algorithms, social 
media platforms and their users are part of a pervasive sharing culture, in which 
the social lives of users are encoded into data, following a particular social media 
platform logic, that defines and structures conditions for future socialization 
(Alaimo et al. 2015). While some users appreciate having recommendations and 
advertisements help them to organize their social media feeds, others strongly 
dislike the surveillance of the platforms and the commercial underpinning of the 
algorithms. According to van Dijck and Poell (2013), connectivity implies both 
networked individualism and networked customization. The users are dependent 
on algorithms for relevant information and connections, and social media 
providers are dependent on the users to produce data by using the social media 
site (Van Dijck 2009). The users need the social media services as much as the 
platform providers need the data. 

The fourth element of the media logic is datafication. Making use of data regarding 
people’s preferences and their geographical location, etc. has always been part of 
the mass media logic, so that media agencies can efficiently reach out to target 
audiences according to the programmability logics outlined above. What is new 
within social media logic in relation to datafication is the ability of social media 
platforms to codify many more different types of information, for instance 
regarding social networks, friends and people’s preferences. Datafication is 
interrelated to all the other three logics (programmability, popularity and 
connectivity) and together with them this element of the social media logic has 
strong impact on the shaping of social traffic (van Dijck and Poell 2013). 
Datafication has become an important part of the internet industry in order to 
create what Zuboff (2015) calls “predictive products.” Algorithms are developed 
to predict what people want to interact with and if they succeed, people will share 
data that can be collected and refined for the purpose of creating even more 
predictive products (Zuboff, 2015). Polling, ratings and surveys, which are 
established tools for datafication in mass media logic, are integrated into the social 
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media platforms not only as explicit tools, but also as embedded features of the 
architecture (van Dijck and Poell, 2013) as different types of ranking mechanisms 
such as likes, shares and comments on Facebook.  

In addition to gathering data, social media platforms also influence the data 
gathered, which is a new aspect of datafication in the social media logic. In a TED 
Talk, O'Neil (2017) emphasizes the importance of understanding and acting on 
the fact that algorithms are not neutral. They are created by someone with an 
intention, in the case of Facebook, a service provider with certain business goals. 
She says: “Algorithms are opinions embedded in codes.… We think algorithms 
are neutral and scientific, but they are a marketing trick… algorithms don’t make 
things fair, they repeat our past practice, our pattern, our ultimate status quo” 
(O'Neil 2017). These algorithmic processes are especially important to have in 
mind when social media is used in the public sector, and when it is used for 
innovation of public service. 

To sum up, what has been illustrated above is the two-sided or double side of 
social media platforms and how social media logic implies an intertwined and 
mutual relationship between platforms and users. Social media logic may support 
a more egalitarian way of structuring socialization and networking by enabling 
anyone to create content and participate in interactions and connections. 
Individuals can view each other’s profiles and connect and exchange content and 
connections regardless of previous relations, time and geographical location. That 
means audiences become users that can influence the flow of stories and 
connections, and that content becomes code that can be quantified and measured 
to support sorting and sense-making of the content. Even though algorithms 
partly steer the traffic, users can choose to manipulate the traffic through their 
interactions and by customization of the private settings in the social media 
platforms. The processes of how to steer the flow are aggravated however by the 
impact of the platforms in different ways. Due to hidden algorithms and business 
secrets of the platform owners there is a fine line between networked individuals 
and platform customized networks, and between free and liberal news flows and 
connections and automated personalization. Platforms are monopolistic and 
platform owners govern how resources can be shared and reproduced through 
norms, standards and regulations. They are opaque with their business models 
and with what the consequences are of the underlying algorithms governing 
people’s use and future use.  

van Dijck and Poell (2013) claim that it is not that difficult to identify the 
processes and practices in which the different elements of social media logics 
unfold; the difficult task is to understand the complex map of connections 
between “the users that use them, technologies that drive them, economic 
structures that scaffold them and institutional bodies that incorporate them” (p. 
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11). In other words, what happens when social media logic meets, contradicts and 
interplays with other logics, for instance government and public service rationales, 
as is of concern for the thesis. To come a bit closer to that understanding, in the 
next sections I outline different co-existing approaches to public administration 
and public service, how use of social media platforms is part of the shaping of 
such rationales, and what strategies government use to utilize the benefits of social 
media logic. 

 

2.2 From E-government to E-governance 

The use of social media by governments is of concern for public administration, 
public policy and public service. Public administration is the instrument for a state 
to secure public values (Denhardt et al. 2013). It is the research field about and 
the applied implementation of public policy and public service. While public 
policy describes the actions and goals of government regarding how to meet the 
needs in society, how resources should be managed and how to keep order in 
society, public administration executes these descriptions. Public administration 
is concerned with the organization, the activities and the behaviors of public 
agencies and officials working therein, the cooperation between different agencies 
and other actors in the society, the political and legal context in which they 
operate, and how all these dimensions of government affect the action of 
government (Denhardt et al. 2013). Based on Lipsky’s book Street-Level Bureaucracy 
(1980), Rothstein (1987) argues that politics become reality to citizens, in their 
face-to-face meeting with street-level bureaucrats, i.e., the public servants working 
in schools, universities, hospitals, municipalities, etc. The public administrators 
meet the citizens in continuous processes of interaction and build up trust both 
in personal relationships and in the relationship to the governmental system. In 
that way public administrators contribute to building legitimacy (Gustafsson et al. 
2014; Wihlborg 2014). Creating legitimacy is thus embedded in the work of public 
administrators.  

The work of, and challenges and opportunities with, the development of 
government (including public administration), by means of IT is conceptualized 
as electronic government, or e-government. A motivation to understand and make 
use of IT for better government has been on researchers’ and practitioners’ 
agenda since 1960 (Bannister and Grönlund 2017). E-government conceptualizes 
challenges and opportunities of the constantly ongoing process of improvement 
towards better performance of government activities and  increased 
accountability, with the help of IT (Bertot et al. 2010; DeBenedictis et al. 2002). 
The performance includes execution of government activities, service delivery, 
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making available government information, and enabling citizen participation in 
government operations (Bertot et al. 2010). According to the UnitedNations 
(2014), “e-government can be referred to as the use and application of 
information technologies in public administration to streamline and integrate 
workflows and processes, to effectively manage data and information, enhance 
public service delivery, as well as expand communication channels for 
engagement and empowerment of people” (p. 2).  

Even though themes and topics have changed over time within the e-government 
literature, questions regarding the role of IT have been a constant (Bannister and 
Grönlund 2017). New technologies always create new streams of literature, for 
example the launch of Facebook in 2006 already generated in 2008 700 peer-
reviewed articles including the keywords “Facebook” and “e-government” 
(Magro 2012). However, theorization and perspectives on e-government have not 
been caught up in the same pace as the application of new technologies and topics 
(Reddick and Norris 2013). A result of that is that conceptualizations of e-
government are based on theories of business management and ideas of a 
government as a controlling unit, i.e., viable ideas in an era with another type of 
technology than we see today. As such, a common conceptualization and practice 
of e-government today rests on ideas and initiatives to increase efficiency of 
service to individual customers, and of internal transactions between agencies, to 
improve government (Bannister and Grönlund 2017; Navarra and Cornford 
2012). In other words, e-government is viewed as a tool to enhance more efficient 
outward transactions and to strengthen the organization internally. 

Navarra and Cornford (2012) argue that such notions of e-government, with their 
focus on administrative technologies, delivery of efficient service, and looking 
inwards in the organization, narrow the potential of what e-government can do. 
Bonsón et al. (2015) and  Marche and McNiven (2003) argue along the same line 
and claim that e-government is not only a tool for internal modernization and for 
reporting information and delivery of public service to citizens. It is also an 
important channel for citizen participation that can create value for both 
government and citizens. Navarra and Cornford (2012) and Marche and McNiven 
(2003) call for more research that focuses on how the advancement of technology 
can help to enable a more participatory government. They suggest a movement 
in research and practice from e-government to e-governance which shifts the focus 
from performance and management of government to a focus on public 
administration and public service as political and participatory processes.  

Before I go into a more detailed explication of e-governance, it is important to 
have previous government rationales in mind, because historically one view of 
government has not replaced another, but instead they have existed, and still do, 
side by side but with different focus in the foreground (Bryson et al. 2014; 
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Denhardt and Denhardt 2015; Osborne 2006). In the thesis it is important to 
examine all approaches in order to see how they mix with the social media logic 
outlined above when social media is practiced in the municipality. 

The first recognized and conceptualized idea of public administration has been 
termed a “traditional approach” (Bryson et al., 2014). The rationales underlying 
this approach are influenced by the efficiency of industrialization. The approach 
mirrors a reaction to the misery of two World Wars, the Great Depression and a 
growing mistrust of corruption and inefficiency of government operations (hence 
government did not do what it was expected to do). The traditional approach 
aims to strengthen the power and control of government and to increase trust by 
relying on legislation and rules and a strict bureaucracy. Citizens are viewed as a 
homogenous group of people with the role as voters and clients who can demand 
and predict correct and efficient service from the expert government. The role of 
administration is to control that rules are followed, and to be responsive to elected 
officials, voters and clients. Public administrators have limited space for their own 
creative thinking and acting (Bryson et al. 2014).  

The traditional approach was later complemented with “new public management” 
(NPM) ideas and practices in the 1980s and ’90s (Cf. Hood 1991). This movement 
was a reaction to market forces that had started to permeate the society and can 
serve as “an umbrella term of management ideas from the business sector 
implemented in a public sector context” (Persson and Goldkuhl 2010, p. 52). 
Thus the NPM approach implies market-influenced ideas of efficiency and 
effectiveness (i.e., governments should do what they are supposed to do in the 
best possible way), competition with other agencies and with a view of citizens as 
customers. The approach to public administration and public service is based on 
management theories and performance indicators for the service produced 
(Bernhard 2014). NPM is claimed to result in that the public sector develops 
market-like patterns of behavior which means an organizational tradition of 
“serving” the citizens and “fixing” problems (Bernhard 2013). In an NPM 
approach to public service, public administration is freer than in the traditional 
paradigm and officials are expected to explore their entrepreneurial veins in order 
to show better results (Bryson et al. 2014; Denhardt and Denhardt 2000). Even 
though NPM has been claimed to contribute democratic elements, for instance 
reduced corruption, decentralization and increased customer focus, Hood (1991) 
argues that NPM has never had an embedded component of innovation. It has 
not had a focus on rethinking and reinventing government through processes, 
engagement, ideas and service. It has been argued that e-government research and 
practice have been, and still are, strongly influenced by NPM, even in Sweden 
(Lindblad-Gidlund and Giritli Nygren 2011). Critics of NPM claim that the 
democratic values have been “overshadowed by the New Public Management 
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rhetoric of ‘fixing’ a broken government by running it like a business” (Denhardt 
and Denhardt 2015, p. 664). Linders (2012) argues that NPM does not empower 
citizens to participate and that the role of government in such an approach does 
not enable space for shared interests and responsibility. The critique is grounded 
in the assumption that NPM is a top-down management approach.   

Along with new societal challenges and technological advancement, NPM has 
been slowly complemented with a new emerging notion of public administration, 
shaped by thoughts of an inclusive and collaborative government, reliant on 
responsible citizens (and other stakeholders) viewed as “partners,” as a contrast 
to “clients” and “customers” in the previous paradigms (Denhardt and Denhardt 
2000; Linders 2012). While the relationship between government and citizens in 
the two previous paradigms had a government-centered focus with the aim to 
ensure that citizens can make choices consistent with their self-interest (e.g. by 
voting), the relationship in an emerging approach is shifting focus to a more active 
role by citizens (Hansson and Wihlborg 2015; Linders 2012). This more focused 
citizenship goes beyond self-interest to imply a good-for-all perspective, an 
informed approach to public affairs and also a sense of belonging to smaller 
communities and to the whole nation. In the emerging approach, the government 
views citizens as democratic partners and not only as voters, clients or customers. 
The government shares the authority with the citizens by reducing control and 
increasing collaboration between citizens and government (Denhardt and 
Denhardt 2000). The role of public administration in the emerging approach is 
not only to respond to customers’ needs and focus on individually adjusted 
solutions to problems, it is also and primarily about supporting and defending 
democratic citizenship by creating trustful and long-lasting relationships to 
citizens and collaborating with citizens to find shared ideas about how to solve 
problems and implement solutions. 

The approach to public service is formed in the interplay with IT (Wihlborg 2014). 
Depending on what approach the government takes to public service, public 
administrators’ activities in social media will take on a different character and 
result in different outcomes (Navarra and Cornford 2012). A government with a 
tradition of control is for instance less likely to open up functions in their social 
media accounts that allow citizens to freely post their opinions openly on 
government social media platforms (Bonsón et al. 2015). A government with a 
top-down tradition to service delivery will also preferentially use traditional mass 
communication strategies such as pushing of information rather than applying a 
listening and discussing approach in social media (Ellison and Hardey 2014; 
Mossberger et al. 2013a).  

Navarra and Cornford (2012) show examples of e-governance initiatives that go 
beyond efficiency and efficacy and that get people involved in change processes, 
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for instance activities for better environment. These initiatives have in common 
that benefits for citizens are clearly demonstrated to the citizens (e.g. better water 
quality, less litter and less traffic). Compared to the e-government initiatives based 
on NPM, these initiatives generate “deep” involvement by citizens, for instance 
by changing habits towards more sustainable living and voluntarily paying more 
tax, that can lead to a better society for all. When citizens feel they can participate 
and change, and they see the improvements in their own and other people’s lives, 
the legitimacy of the government will rise. The initiatives also had in common 
that they generated resources for citizens to act on and mobilize around so that 
innovation could take place not only in the relationship between government and 
citizens but also between citizens and citizens (and other stakeholders). The point 
Navarra and Conford (2012) make here is that to use the mechanisms of IT that 
can support processes of innovation beyond government, e-government research 
and practice need to focus on e-governance. In other words, they call for a shift 
in focus from considering how ideas about business management can support a 
more efficient government to how governance can enable deep engagement and innovation 
by means of IT.  

In the next section I go through research and practice of social media in 
government that can be viewed as efforts towards e-governance and processes of 
public service innovation. 

 

2.3 Public Service Innovation 

Public service innovation combines both the notion of innovation and what it 
means to innovate in the public sector. At its core, “innovation is the creation of 
something new – a practice, idea, service delivery approach, technology – in a way 
that creates value”  (Bertot et al. 2016, p. 111). Digital service innovation in the 
public sector means to innovate public service by means of IT, for instance with 
social media platforms. The question of what the benefits are and who will benefit 
from innovation has always been of main concern in the e-government literature 
and practice. In the early e-government era socio-technical systems were 
associated to trade unions and the role of socio-technical systems was to empower 
the workers with the goal of joint optimization. Socio-technical systems were later 
replaced with a system perspective, in which improvement was not generated by 
work-life enrichment, but rather from rationalization and efficiency. Small and 
discrete social and technical components were identified and optimized 
(Orlikowski and Scott 2015). Today researchers agree that if we are to understand 
service, we need to look beyond local systems and focus on broader relationships 
outside the boundaries of organizations. Mathiassen and Sørensen (2008) discuss 
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this movement as a development towards “services rather than traditional systems 
perspective” (p. 313), which is necessary in order to understand the role of 
technology in contemporary society.  

According to Navarra and Conford (2012), we also need to be able to theorize 
freely from market forces and broaden the perspective of what government can 
do with the help of contemporary technology. They claim that: “While the 
managerial model of e-government may contribute to the successful completion 
of government’s informatization and digitization processes, it could also lead to a 
model of e-governance that is decoupled from e-government’s important 
function of increasing and nurturing social welfare via democratic politics” (p. 
42). In an emerging approach to government (as outlined above), citizens are 
viewed as an integral part of a “we-government” (Linders 2012). In such a view 
of service both citizens and government benefit from the innovation. In a we-
government perspective citizens and government co-produce public service. The 
government can benefit from such a perspective by learning from citizens and 
thus be relevant, be responsive and create legitimacy (Wang and Wan Wart 2007). 
Citizens can benefit by getting more influence in how service can be enabled to 
support them in their everyday activities (Linders, 2012). Such a co-production 
perspective allows innovation processes to take place not only within the 
organization but also between and beyond the organization by a great number of 
participating individuals (Chesbrough 2006; Von Hippel 2005). Citizens are 
valuable partners in such processes of renewal of public policies and service 
(Konsti-Laakso 2017). They are the experts in the interaction between 
municipalities and citizens because of their insight into culture and local affairs 
(Thapa et al. 2015). This expertise is of great importance for the municipalities 
when they are about to innovate public policies and service (Konsti-Laakso 2017; 
Lampe et al. 2014). 

Mergel (2013a) has developed a framework for different levels of interaction 
between citizens and government in social media related to goals of the 
government to educate citizens, create engagement and enable interaction beyond 
government-hosted platforms. The lowest level of interaction implies 
transparency, which means an opening up of government information about 
public policies and services for public scrutiny with the purpose to be more 
accountable to citizens and thereby increase trust. The next level is participation 
of citizens to increase possibilities for consultation, deliberation and satisfaction. 
The highest level of interaction is collaboration for community building and 
creation of issue networks. 

Linders (2012) outlines a typology of internet-facilitated citizen co-production 
initiatives. “Citizen sourcing” is one dimension that lets citizens help government 
to be more responsive and timely; they can even help to execute day-to-day 
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service. In this view it is the government that is held responsible for the service 
but citizens have major influence on its direction and outcome. A second 
dimension of the typology is the role of the “government as a platform” for 
dissemination of information and digital service that can help citizens in everyday 
activities. Government is not held responsible for the use of the service but is 
responsible for making it available. A third dimension is “do it yourself 
government,” which points to the possibilities for citizens to mobilize and help 
each other through citizen co-production. Government does not play an active 
role in this arrangement but can facilitate availability of co-production (Linders 
2012; Nam 2012). 

The two frameworks show the shift from low responsibility of citizens to high 
responsibility. In the third higher level in the typologies, the responsibility of 
citizens to engage and do things independently of government rises, while the role 
of the government is to enable interaction rather than controlling and being 
actively involved. 

However, Bertot et al. (2016) argue that understanding digital service innovation 
would benefit from looking beyond standard linear and incremental models. 
Innovation, they argue, is “entrepreneurial, novel, and creates value” (p. 214) and 
can thus by its nature not be linear. To take advantage of the advanced technology 
and also the context in which digital service is applied, there is a need for a more 
dynamic model. They argue that governments are adopting different innovations, 
depending on local problems of concern and other contextual factors. So, rather 
than saying that digital service innovation follows a trajectory from, simply put, 
low citizen engagement and high responsibility of government to high 
engagement of citizens and low level of responsibility of the government, it is 
more fruitful to understand digital service innovation as many different processes 
going on separately or in parallel depending on the unique environment.  

Bertot et al. (2016) therefore propose six different types of service innovations: 
transparent digital services; participatory public services; personalized public 
services; co-created digital services; context-aware public services; and context-
smart digital services. Each of these services can stand alone or together. 
Transparent digital service is a foundation of e-government. Openness of information 
to citizen is the basic prerequisite for informed citizens to have the ability and 
power to participate. Openness for public scrutiny in the government context is 
a citizen right (Bannister and Connolly 2012b). Disseminating information on a 
website is not a criterion for transparency. The concept of transparent digital 
service includes efforts to maximize people’s involvement in decision-making by 
using multiple channels and formats to ensure that citizens have the possibility to 
be reached by important decisions and operations. Participatory public service 
involves processes of citizen sourcing in which citizens take part in decision 
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making in different ways. Social media is particularly interesting in this innovation 
process. The aim here is to move away from unidirectional communication from 
government to citizens. Participatory public service requires governments to be 
able to make use of citizen feedback for improvement of service. Personalized public 
service relates to the fact that service can be customized to the individual citizen. 
By enabling individual user profiles, governments enable citizens to have a 
personalized relationship with the government and to select what services they 
need and how service should be delivered. Co-created public service aims to enable 
collaboration between citizens, government and other stakeholders. The creative 
processes these arrangements enable and the diversity of participants can 
contribute to changed behavior and societal impact (see “deep” engagement 
above (Navarra and Cornford 2012)). It involves active participation in policy and 
decision making and has the potential to change the relationship between 
government and citizens to a more egalitarian relationship and a more responsible 
citizenship. Innovation here does not mean implementation of policy but rather 
collaborative processes to form and inform public policy and service. Context-
aware public service sometimes refers to ubiquitous government, i.e., public service 
is everywhere the citizens need it. It relies on code, devices and sensors in the 
environment (e.g. on highways or community spaces) that can collect and make 
sense of data from citizens and the environment. This service enables flexibility 
and adaptability to different digital platforms and since it often relies on open data 
this service is often co-created. Context-smart public service is reliant on context-
aware technologies that are used not only to deliver service according to the 
context, but also to deliver better service. Smart technologies such as smart city 
infrastructure, cross-platform technology, mobile devices and intelligent systems 
can help to analyze the context and provide solutions adjustable to the context. 
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3 Theoretical Perspectives 

This chapter introduces the theoretical perspectives and concepts used in the 
thesis. I present relevant concepts from the literature on service innovation, 
sociomateriality and practice perspective, and discuss how they are important for 
the understanding of public service innovation and the role of social media 
platforms in such service arrangements. 

 

3.1 Service Innovation 
 
Service innovation has been chosen as a theoretical lens in the thesis with the 
intention to better understand and explain the new kind of service evolving in an 
emerging approach to public service and e-governance as outlined by e.g. Navarra 
and Cornford (2012) and (Osborne 2006). The notion of service has long been 
associated with the service industry (in contrast to manufacturing) and a 
byproduct of the business of exchanging products (Bryson and Monnoyer 2004). 
In this view service is an intangible product and a unit of output, and part of a 
manufacturing, product exchange-centered paradigm. In recent decades, and 
tightly linked with technological transformation and digital innovation, a new 
“service-dominant logic” has emerged, in which service is re-conceptualized to be 
central to all socioeconomic exchange (Lusch and Nambisan 2015; Vargo and 
Lusch 2004; Vargo and Lusch 2008; Vargo and Lusch 2014). This view transcends 
the gap between goods and service and suggests that organizations focus on what 
they do, i.e., the processes involved when actors use their knowledge and skills to 
create value for themselves or others, rather than only on the output of the 
service. In this notion of service, service is “the application of specialized 
competences (knowledge and skills) through deeds, processes, and performances 
for the benefit of another entity or the entity itself” (Vargo and Lusch 2004, p. 2). 
Service is thus a process of exchange of knowledge and skills rather than a unit of 
output or an intangible product (Vargo and Lusch 2004). “The existing literature 
on service and service innovation has generated important insights into the 
dynamic and continuous interactions that shape the development and delivery of 
services” (Orlikowski and Scott 2015, p. 4). 

In that way, when social media is used for public service in the government, 
service is not only a tool that produces an outcome, for example showing the 
hours of operation for the library or announcing a meeting at city hall. With a 
service innovation perspective, a social media initiative can also be understood as 
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a process of shaping the relationship and the interactions between government 
and citizens. This relational process perspective may help to see how different 
stakeholders (e.g. citizens) are benefitted by the service in the sense that they are 
more informed about issues that they really care about and are being empowered 
to influence how service and facilities should be designed. It may also open up 
for views of service as a generator of benefits to governments in the sense that 
they are getting more knowledge of citizens’ needs and expectations. This is a 
different way of understanding service that differs from the most common service 
view within e-government, namely that service means to serve citizens as 
customers and fix their problems. In the thesis, a service innovation perspective 
is in that way argued to enable a view of social media efforts in municipalities as 
a set of processes towards a more participatory e-government, rather than only 
being a tool for efficient management (Bertot et al. 2016; Navarra and Cornford 
2012). 

Governments have never been typical producers of goods and their 
organizational challenges, as a result of digital innovation, are thereby not shaped 
by a goods-to-service transformation as in many other branches of industry. 
However, the management ideas underlying the traditional approach to 
government and the NPM ideas, as outlined above, that influence the view of 
service in government, are all developed in a goods-oriented environment and 
have then been applied to government. As such, service innovation, in contrast 
to this product-dominant focus, is a useful theoretical lens even for the study of 
service-centered information systems (Orlikowski and Scott, 2015). 

In a service-dominant logic perspective on service innovation, the individuals 
involved in problem solving and innovation are not engaged in dialectic 
relationships as producers and consumers of value. Instead they are members of 
networks in which value is mutually created by the actors, through resource 
integration and service provision (Lusch and Vargo 2011). The traditional view of 
the relationship between actors in service innovation is that there is an active 
provider that produces value to a passive customer. In this view the provider is 
the source of knowledge and the problem solver and therefore also the innovator. 
In a network perspective, however, all actors are resource integrators, hence 
potential providers of knowledge and thereby also potential innovators and co-
creators of value (Lusch and Nambisan 2015). 

Resources in a service-dominant logic perspective can be either operant resources 
or operand resources. Operand resources are resources that need action performed 
on them for an effect to occur. Natural resources are typical operand resources, 
as well as a traditional view of customers, who were to be “acted on” (hence 
satisfied), in order to generate a business value. Operant resources on the other hand 
are resources that are used to operate on operand resources or on other operant 
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resources, in order to create a value. Operant resources are often invisible and 
intangible such as information, competence or organizational processes. They are 
dynamic and infinite (compared to operant resources, which are usually static and 
finite). Operant resources are used for increasing value of operand resources and 
to produce new operant resources (Vargo and Lusch 2004). From a service-
dominant logic perspective, the operant resources are most interesting since those 
are the resources that create value. Historically information has been integrated 
with physical tools (e.g. books, thermometer, calendar) or more recently devices 
(e.g. computers and smartphones). However, with digital innovations such as the 
Internet, mobile phones, streaming video, mobile payment apps, social media and 
so forth, information can be transferred independently of technologies and 
people. In a service-dominant logic perspective, this decoupling of information 
and physical technology is conceptualized as resource liquefaction (Normann 2001). 
As resources move freely new social connections and cognitive models are created 
and give rise to opportunities for innovation (Tilson et al. 2010a). The impact of 
resource liquefaction has consequences for how work is organized and performed 
(Gaskin et al. 2010). It also has impact on how innovations are experienced (Yoo 
2010). Through liquefaction, information enables separation of materials and 
people, which enable density (configurations of resources) that can solve problems 
and produce innovation (Normann 2001). Resource density is a condition for 
service innovation. 

A service system needs an architecture of participation, that “provides a road map for 
the different actors to come together and engage in service exchange” (Lusch and 
Nambisan 2015, p. 165). That is, means and rules that enable actors to coordinate 
their contributions and interactions and that enable actors to act without 
restrictions and control (which are normally characteristics for bureaucratic 
organizations). Architecture of participation includes allowance for adoption of 
transparent business processes and standards in the IT systems. The architecture 
of participation defines the means by which actors can be rewarded by their 
contributions and interactions, hence how value of service innovation can be 
visualized, for instance through processes of transparent value sharing (e.g. the 
Creative Commons licensing system). An important question to raise is how IT 
can support such transparency and value sharing when there is a lack of central 
control, which is the case in service innovation (Lusch and Nambisan 2015). 

For service innovation to occur, diverse actors need to have a shared world view so 
that actors quickly can come together for resource integration and so that resource 
integration opportunities can be coherently interpreted. Rationales of 
organizations, for instance elements of different approaches to public service as 
discussed above, can serve as such a shared world view. In the institutional logics 
literature such rationales are defined as “socially constructed, historical patterns 
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of cultural symbols and material practices, including assumptions, values, and 
beliefs, by which individuals and organizations provide meaning to their daily 
activity, organize time and space, and reproduce their lives and experiences” 
(Thornton et al. 2015, p. 2). Since IT enables a multitude of actors to connect and 
share resources, the diversity of actors and resources are high, which makes the 
cognitive distance among actors a challenge. In service innovation it is important 
to understand how IT supports a shared and coherent view among the actors and 
how organizational rationales may hinder or enable such a role for IT  (Lusch and 
Nambisan 2015).  

Value co-creation describes the processes of co-creation between actors. Value co-
creation is a process of actors’ interaction and exchange of resources that enables 
new values for the actor itself or for other actors. Value can be defined as the 
benefits that actors gain in service innovation. Benefits for participating actors of 
innovation processes are generated when different resources are integrated and 
reshaped (Tilson et al. 2010b) in processes of co-creation (Bertot et al. 2016; 
Lusch and Nambisan 2015). The process of co-creation has a network-centric 
focus, which means that interaction takes place across boundaries among 
different actors (Chesbrough 2003). That view shifts the focus of creation of value 
by the organization, to co-creation of benefits among different actors (Ceccagnoli 
et al. 2012; Han et al. 2012). 

Actors have different roles in processes of service innovation. A customer, for 
instance, who buys a firm’s offering, is part of the value co-creation process since 
the offering purchased is a resource part of a larger solution, and will be integrated 
with other resources. All actors that contribute to resource integration are part of 
the process of value co-creation. As such organizations always have two roles, 
one as service provider to customers (and other organizations) and one as 
beneficiary that benefits from customers or other firms’ service offerings (Lusch 
and Nambisan 2015).  

An actor can take on three different roles: ideator, designer or intermediary (Lusch 
and Nambisan 2015). The roles as ideator “reflects the capability of beneficiaries 
of service offerings to bring knowledge about their needs and unique work 
context to the firm and then to integrate that with knowledge about how they use 
existing market offerings to envision new services” (Lusch and Nambisan 2015, 
p. 168). This involves making needs explicit to the firm (or other actors), and to 
map the needs with existing offerings in order to envision new service. The ability 
to convert knowledge so it is understandable for others (e.g. transfer from tacit 
to explicit knowledge) and to share the knowledge in the network is important. 
The role as designer “reflects the capability of beneficiaries of service offerings to 
mix and match existing knowledge components or resources to configure (or 
develop) new services” (Lusch and Nambisan 2015, p. 168). The role of designer 
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means to have the capacity to make adjustments in their own work processes to 
facilitate benefits to oneself and others. The designer is dependent on other actors 
to make knowledge explicit to enable resource integration and to enable different 
interpretations of knowledge in the network. The role as intermediary “reflects the 
capability of beneficiaries to cross-pollinate knowledge across multiple 
ecosystems and to serve as intermediaries in service innovation” (Lusch and 
Nambisan 2015, p. 168). They help to make connections possible in the network, 
to find and explore nonobvious connections and to enable such connections 
through export and import of knowledge across boundaries in the service 
network. It is important for firms to consider how they promote and encourage 
these three roles for creation of benefit for different actors.  

Interaction between actors is vital in service innovation, so to enhance innovation 
it is important for organizations to facilitate interaction among actors and to 
structure unstructured resources. The use of social media platforms can be viewed 
as an effort by organizations and citizens to organize and stimulate interaction. 
The use of content rating systems can help to measure depth and accuracy of 
knowledge, and social metrics visualized for actors can help to give actors social 
cues that might inspire and stimulate interaction. 

To understand how service innovation is enacted there is a need for better 
knowledge about the role of technology in such processes (Barrett et al. 2015; 
Lusch and Nambisan 2015; Orlikowski and Scott 2015; Orlikowski and Iacono 
2001) and how organizations can support that role (Lusch and Nambisan 2015). 
Social media mechanisms do not enable content and connections to be 
preprogrammed from an agency to a predefined audience. Instead, content and 
connections emerge in practice, when users interact with the platform. As such 
to understand service innovation as it emerges in the context of municipalities’ 
use of social media, there is a need to study how municipalities enact public 
service, in situ. I therefore continue the chapter by going through a practice 
perspective. 

 

3.2 Practice Perspective 

The question of how technology shapes organizations has been extensively 
studied within IS (cf. (Leonardi and Barley 2010; Orlikowski and Baroudi 1991; 
Orlikowski and Gash 1994). One of the most influential theories on this topic is 
the “practice perspective” (Leonardi 2013) developed by (Orlikowski 2000) as a 
modification of her earlier theories of duality of technology where technology was 
understood as coming with a set of inscribed structures for users to appropriate. 
A practice perspective implies “emergent technology structures enacted in 
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practice” (Orlikowski 2000), that is, structures such as experience, knowledge, 
meaning, habits, power relations and norms are not fixed in the technology but 
rather emerge in the use of technology. Orlikowski (2016) argues that “work” is 
a noun, a performance, and as such “working” is work in becoming. When 
studying “the practice of working,” the interesting focus is therefore “dynamic 
and situated activities that constitute working rather than static and abstract tasks 
that make up ‘the work’” (p. 3). In the thesis the term “practice” is used as a 
synonym to Orlikowski and Scott’s (2016) notion of “the practice of working.” 

In a discussion of service, Vargo and Lusch (2004, p. 15) argue that “the focus is 
shifting away from tangibles and towards intangibles, such as skills, information, 
and knowledge, and toward interactivity and connectivity and ongoing 
relationships.” As such service is “constituted in practice” (Orlikowski and Scott, 
2015, p. 7). Along with an emerging service-centered view of economic exchange 
(in comparison to goods-oriented), the focus when understanding economic and 
social exchange has shifted to exchange processes of co-creation of benefits and 
of competence. Orlikowski and Scott (2015) further argue that both goods and 
service are constituted by activities, and with physical material or humans. They 
take the example of a refrigerator that when viewed as a product, the process of 
producing it involves activities (designing, building, marketing, etc.) and artifacts 
(tools, machines, workplaces, etc.) When it is used as a service it involves other 
activities (shopping, loading, etc.) and artifacts (kitchen, groceries, receipts, bank 
statements, etc.). Thus, from a practice perspective both goods and services need 
activities and artifacts to be produced and used. Viewed from a practice 
perspective then, service is material, both when it is produced and used. That 
means that intangible (not touchable) service is not immaterial, and that service 
exists only in practice, in relation to material artifacts and through material 
enactment of some sort (e.g. minds, computers, codes, etc.). In the case of social 
media as public service, the design and utilization of public service thus need 
artifacts and activities. Activities may include posting of stories and replying to 
comments. The material artifacts may for instance be a smartphone, the interface 
of e.g. Facebook, the codes made of users’ interaction data, the algorithms 
promoting posts and connections to the users, the programmers of the 
algorithms, the platform owners and the users. Using a practice lens gives the 
opportunity to analyze “how services are materialized in particular times and 
places through particular practices, and how this ongoing enactment configures 
specific boundaries, properties, meanings, and differences, and with what 
implications” (Orlikowski and Scott, 2015, p. 12). Viewing service as materialized 
in practice is valuable when analyzing the impacts of service in practice. 

Inspired by Barad (2007), Orlikowski and Scott (2015) use the tern “intra-activity” 
to explain how the relations between actors are highly intertwined, and 
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inseparable as they emerge in practice. Intra-activity in contrast to interactivity is 
based on relations that are not determined in advance. Intra-activity is rather the 
relations and activity between actors in becoming. “Thus, agents, things, or 
concepts cannot be understood as having determinate boundaries, properties, or 
meanings prior to their encounters” (Orlikowski and Scott 2015, p. 11). By 
studying how structures emerge in the “technology-in-use” it is possible to see 
how structures are avoided, recreated, and how new structures are created in the 
situated context. With this view of technology it is the user of the technology, in 
practice, who is part of the creation of the structures (Orlikowski 2000). Practices 
are the activities of people’s everyday doing that are shaped by structures and 
likewise shapes the structures (Feldman and Orlikowski 2011). 

Using a practice lens does not need to restrict the analysis to a macro or a micro 
level, or to a merger of the two, instead it “directs attention to how institutional 
phenomena are constituted in everyday activities, and how those everyday 
activities, in turn, are shaped by institutional influences and entailments” 
(Orlikowski and Scott 2015, p. 6). Using a practice lens means to direct the focus 
of analyses to recurrent situated activities, in which some meaning is shared 
among actors (Cetina et al. 2005). Looking into everyday practices for 
understanding service is arguably fruitful in order to understand how resources 
and relationship are reconfigured in processes of value creation (Barrett and 
Davidson 2008; Orlikowski and Scott 2015; Vargo and Lusch 2004). 

 

3.3 Sociomateriality 

As argued above, the thesis takes its point of departure in the assumption that 
service innovation is a sociotechnical assemblage of distributed and 
heterogeneous actors that are governed and influenced by organizational driving 
forces and technology, and that neither of them are fixed but rather are in a 
constant state of becoming. To understand tensions and dynamics caused in 
practice when social media is used in the municipality, a sociomaterial perspective 
is argued to be useful (Orlikowski and Scott, 2015). Sociomateriality proposes a 
view of human and technology as an entangled relation and a process of mutual 
dependence (Orlikowski 2007; Orlikowski and Scott 2008). It is a post-humanistic 
reaction to the socio-constructivist view of the relation between technology and 
humans in which the role of the technology is often black-boxed (Leonardi et al. 
2012; Scott and Orlikowski 2012). At the same time, it opens up for research and 
understanding of technology in detail without resorting to a technological 
determinist perspective (Orlikowski and Scott, 2008). 
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Sociomateriality has a strong emphasis on relations and sets the interaction in focus, 
which implies that it is the interaction that forms the practice, and not the 
structures (legislation, rules and norms) (Scott and Orlikowski 2012). 
Sociomateriality is thereby a perception that social, organizational and 
technological mechanisms are equally important for the outcome of interaction 
and that the technology emerges, rather than being a static artifact, in the activity 
or work (Scott and Orlikowski 2012). It is a relational ontology which is different 
from a substantial ontology that dominates the IS field (Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. 
2014). A substantial ontology implies a view of human and technology as separate 
entities that affect each other, while a relational ontology assumes that “the social 
and the material are inherently inseparable” (Orlikowski and Scott 2008, p. 456).  

Materiality is a crucial concept within sociomateriality. It is a concept that has 
changed over time and has developed through two generations (Leonardi et al. 
2012). The first generation of materiality took a macro perspective on materiality 
and saw technology as determining organizational structures. Much of the early 
e-government research for instance had this perspective, which generated 
unrealistic and naïve assumptions about the impact of technology in government 
(Bannister and Grönlund 2017). The second generation focused on how 
technology was used by humans to accomplish work and how technology could 
cause unpredictable outcomes. It was not the technology as such that caused the 
effects, but rather the technology when in use (Orlikowski 2000). Emergency and 
unpredictability (Leonardi and Barley 2008) became important aspects in studies 
of technology in organizations (Leonardi et al. 2012) as well as technology-in-use 
(Orlikowski 2000). This was a new take since much of organizational research at 
this time was either focused on a macro technologically deterministic approach as 
mentioned above, or a socio-constructivist approach in which the technology was 
completely black-boxed  (Orlikowski and Iacono 2001). 

As technology was more focused, researchers started to realize the need for a 
better understanding of the technical features and how they were shaping the use. 
The technology needed to be unpacked (Orlikowski and Iacono 2001). Materiality 
started to be used as a concept that defines material and symbolic features of 
technological artifacts. Materiality is in that way not synonymous with physicality, 
but instead it is a matter of how technological functions are organized in different 
forms and that they are stable over time and in different contexts (Leonardi et al., 
2012). 

Orlikowski and Scott (2015) argue that depending on the materialization of 
service, the experience when practicing the service will differ. If for instance 
looking at the entertainment industry, “going to the movies” is a practice 
involving people, cameras, cinemas, screens and projectors. When arrangements 
for streaming video to a personal computer, mobile or tablet become easier, the 
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materialization of “going to the movies” changed to involve broadband, Internet, 
service platforms and portable devices. This different materialization has impact 
on how the practice of “going to the movies” is accomplished and experienced. 
In the same vein, the practice of “public service” can be argued to be undergoing 
a similar transition of materialization from email, websites, face-to-face meetings, 
bulletin boards and desktop computers to smartphones, constant Internet 
connection and social media platforms. With this change of materialization, the 
practice and experience of a public service changes. 

In a sociomaterial perspective materialization conditions performance of service, 
and performance of service has material consequences, hence it is performative. 
While performance is the activities included in the doing of the service, for 
instance posting messages or commenting on a post on Facebook, the 
performative capacity of the service, or the performativity, is related to the 
material consequences of performance and the practice in which the service is 
performed. The material consequences of posting a comment on Facebook is for 
instance interaction data, codes and algorithms and visualized metrics such as 
likes, shares and number of comments. Depending on the materialization of the 
social media practice, i.e., who is posting the comment, on whose profile or page, 
at what time, with what type of media, etc., the material consequences, hence the 
performativity will be different.  Orlikowski and Scott (2015) use the example of 
uttering, “You are fired.” The utterance will have different material consequences, 
depending on in which practice it is uttered. If a boss utters it to an employee, it 
has a clear material consequence compared to if a colleague utters it to a peer. It 
is not the utterance as such that has consequences; instead the consequences are 
dependent on who is uttering the phrase, when and where it is uttered, i.e., it 
depends on the materialization of the practice.  

Sociomateriality changes the conception of service when it comes to the notion 
of interaction. In a service-dominant logic perspective, interaction is the meeting 
of two entities, known in advance, that come together and exchange resources for 
the benefit of themselves or others. In a sociomaterial and practice perspective, 
the meeting that leads to exchange of resources instead involves emerging 
relations, not known in advance. They are intra-actions (based on Barad (2007)) 
rather than interactions. As explained above, compared to interaction, intra-action 
implies activity between individual actors between which boundaries are not 
predetermined. Intra-action occurs only in the situation, in practice and has 
consequences, hence it makes a difference.  
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4 Research Approach 

As a participant in a research school with a specialization in work-integrated 
learning, my epistemological assumptions have been founded on a 
problematization of the distinction between theory and practice and between 
academic knowledge and professional skills. This consideration has colored the 
methodological choices made in the thesis and inspired me to deeply respect the 
professional knowledge of practitioners in the project and fully embrace their 
participation and engagement efforts. My conviction has also consistently been 
not only to understand and explain research problems and streamline practice, 
but also to contribute to long-term sustainable societal effects. That has been 
done by using a research approach that helps to anchor the research problem and 
the solutions in both the research and practice communities, which enables 
practitioners and researchers to keep learning together and separately beyond a 
particular research project. In this chapter I outline the empirical setting of the 
thesis and explain how I have applied an “engaged scholarship” approach inspired 
by Van de Ven (2007). 

4.1 Empirical Setting 

Swedish government is divided into three different levels: national, regional and 
local. Public service delivery is distributed between these three levels. The citizen-
oriented services are mainly distributed at the local level. In Sweden there are 290 
local public governments (or municipalities), all of which have constitutional 
autonomy. Alone or together with the regional level, the local public governments 
are responsible to secure the public welfare, for example by delivering social and 
technical services. That means the scope of the activities are decided by the 
national parliament, but within that scope and in congruence with the Swedish 
constitution and democracy, the local public governments have the autonomy to 
plan, form and execute the activities. Local public governments also have the right 
to collect taxes, which is an important part of their autonomy. This autonomy is 
part of a democratic system with the aim to enable citizen influence on local public 
government and accountability of local politicians. The municipal law regulates 
the organization of local and regional public government and conditions for work 
and activities. There are also laws regulating specific local activities such as social 
services, health care services, environment and public health services, and 
elementary and high school (SOU 2009). 

Each municipality is led by a city council (in Swedish: kommunfullmäktige) with 
elected members. These have the overall responsibility for the local public 
government. Under the city council there is the municipal executive board (in 



 

 

Swedish: kommunstyrelsen) with members elected by the city council who 
execute municipal policy. In association with this board there is an administrative 
section handling the central municipal government administration such as IT, 
industry, finance, human resources, communication, etc. Under the executive 
board there are different boards (in Swedish: nämnder) with specialization in 
different areas that have the operative responsibility to implement decisions made 
by the city council. Under the boards there are a number of local government 
administrative offices (in Swedish: förvaltningskontor) specialized in different 
areas such as healthcare, education, infrastructure, social work, urban planning, 
etc. In each of these departments, public officials run the day-to-day local 
government administration and prepare material for decision making by the 
politicians (SOU 2009). 

In that way, municipalities are political and administrative organizations with 
autonomy but with a strict responsibility to perform in congruence with citizens’ 
needs and wishes and with Swedish national and local laws. Citizens are 
dependent on the municipalities’ performance for their own functioning in 
relation to education, work, entrepreneurship, recreation, etc. At the same time 
municipalities are dependent on citizens’ trust, to pay taxes and be satisfied with 
the service delivered. The mutual dependency between citizens, local public 
government administration, and national democratic regulation is important for 
the understanding of the interaction between communicators and citizens, and 
thereby essential for the thesis. 

The participating municipalities in the thesis are all small or medium-sized. The 
main participating municipalities in the thesis (M1-M5) all have one or more 
official social media channels, and all have a Facebook page with from 1,000 to 
10,000 followers (Table 2).  
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Table 2. The five municipalities (M1-M5) recurrently participating in workshops and 
interviews 

 

The participants in the studies in this thesis are public officials working in 
municipal administration. They work hands on with the municipalities’ social 
media channels (posting and replying in social media), strategic communication 
in the municipality and some serve as IT and media experts. The time spent with 
the work with social media differs a lot between the communicators. While some 
only spend half an hour every day, others spend almost all their time working with 
social media in some way. Most of the communicators also work with information 
and support regarding social media in the municipality. They set up accounts and 
do training in codes of conduct for their colleagues internally. Additional tasks 
they have are related to strategic communication work, communication support 
and information in general, administration and publishing on the website and/or 
the intranet and writing press releases. The participants in the studies come from 
a variety of backgrounds. Some have had other administrative tasks in the 
municipality, while some are former journalists or have worked in the private 
sector with IT and/or communication. All municipalities have policies regarding 
social media use in the municipality that can be accessed via the website. The 
policies have been developed in the network of communicators in the region or 
alone with support from SALAR (2018). 

Facebook was the first social media channel used by all municipalities and it is 
also Facebook that has been in focus in the thesis. Facebook is a social networking 
site that was founded in 2004 and in 2017 it had more than 17 billion active users 
(Wikipedia 2018b). An account on Facebook can be either a personal “profile” 
where individuals can connect to family and friends, make status updates, send 
photos, videos and text and follow interest groups and organizations, or it can 
also be a business account that represents a company or an organization. This 
kind of account is called a “page,” where customers and other stakeholders can 
connect to the page by clicking “like” or “follow” on the page. Organizations can 
promote content and interact with followers on the page. The municipalities in 
the study all have a Facebook page (see Figure 1). 

 



 

 

 

 

 

The clearly defined organization has traditionally been a natural contextual frame 
and the unit of analysis within information systems (IS). Today, however, as 
discussed above, the modern organization is not an isolated unit, but an 
organization constituted by distributed actors and resources generating blurred 
boundaries between the core organization and beyond. Since the number of 
actors and subsequently different perspectives rise with such a perspective on the 
organization, the complexity of a problem studied within an organizational 
context increases. Engaged scholarship has been considered an especially 
interesting research approach for solving problems of a complex character. By 
engaging different perspectives in the different stages in the research process 
tensions and contradictions tend to arise, which helps to identify relevant 
problems, ensure that those problems are taken seriously, and prevent moving 
too fast towards a quick solution (Van de Ven 2007). 

An assumption within engaged scholarship is that complex phenomena (such as 
relationships and practices enacted by communicators using social media, as is the 
case in this thesis) cannot be understood by one person alone and through a single 
perspective. Instead they must be understood jointly by the researcher and the 
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participants, and must be engaged with through different methodological and 
theoretical perspectives (Van de Ven 2007). Van de Ven (2007) argues that 
engagement needs to be the essence in all research activities in order to advance 
scientific knowledge. “Engagement is a relationship that involves negotiation and 
collaboration between researchers and practitioners in a learning community; 
such a community jointly produces knowledge that can both advance the 
scientific enterprise and enlighten a community of practitioners” (Van de Ven 
2007, p. 7). Engaged scholarship is an approach that questions how scientific 
knowledge can be produced with practitioners rather than for them. That means 
that conducting research is not a solitary activity of a researcher, it is a collective 
achievement of researchers and practitioners throughout the research process. 

Engaged scholarship is an invigorating approach to research on organization and 
society that takes contemporary challenges of the IS field seriously (Mathiassen 
and Nielsen 2008). The challenges are related to the debate about rigor and 
relevance for IS research (Benbasat and Zmud 1999; Davenport and Markus 
1999) and how IS research can be valuable in professional IS disciplines and 
simultaneously contribute to theory building within the IS research discipline. The 
challenges are also about whether IS research should focus on its own discipline 
and develop a common core of concepts and theory and thereby strengthen the 
IS field, or if it should increase the interaction with neighboring disciplines and 
instead develop multidisciplinary frameworks and approaches. According to 
Mathiassen and Nielsen (2008), there is an ongoing classification of IS research 
into positivist, interpretive and critical research (Cf. Klein and Myers 1999) that 
tends to split the field and contribute to dead-end discussions (Weber 2004). 
Adopting engaged scholarship as a research approach means accepting these 
challenges. It enables an interactional and participatory approach to research that 
allows researchers and practitioners to meet and take advantage of each other’s 
knowledge and benefits the development of both domains by means of different 
types of methods. “Embracing qualitative as well as quantitative methods and 
promoting process studies as well as variance studies, engaged scholarship offers 
opportunities to transcend the traditional dichotomies of core versus diversity, 
rigor versus relevance, and positivist versus interpretive” (Mathiassen and Nielsen 
2008, p. 4). 

With the engaged scholarship diamond model, presented in Figure 2, Van de Ven 
(2007) proposes an engaged scholarship research approach that emphasizes 
interaction with others in each step in the research process.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

The two most commonly used models for designing research within social science 
are “variance models” and “process models” and they are paradigmatically 
different. Models for research design (Figure 2) are sets of epistemological 
assumptions, hypotheses and instruments that help researchers make sense of the 
world and build or test theory. They serve as mediators between theories and data 
(Van de Ven 2007)). The variance model adopts the assumption that a 
phenomenon can be researched by defining and measuring correlation between 
variables where the variables serve as a representation and a generalization of the 
world. Answers to a research questions underpinning a study based on a variance 
model explain “what causes what.” The process model instead helps to define a 
sequence of events that happen, and to observe underlying mechanisms that cause 
the event and the environment in which these mechanisms operate (Tsoukas 
1989). The answers generated by means of a process model are not whether 
change happens but rather how it unfolds, i.e. “how things develop and change 
over time” (Van de Ven 2007, p. 22). Van de Ven (2007) points to the importance 
of understanding the complementary relationship between the two models. While 
the “what causes what” answer indicates a relationship, the “how” answer 
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suggests how that relationship can be understood and explained. Employing both 
models in a research study can generate robustness in the results. 

In the thesis both a variance model (Papers 1, 5) and a process model (Papers 2-
5) are employed and used complementarily as an overall research design (Figure 
4), even though the main focus has been on a process model. The different 
models are used to address different aspects of the aim of the thesis and to shift 
the focus between mapping of large-scale patterns of use and interactions, and 
small-scale unfolding of how particular practices are enacted.  

4.2.1 Variance Model (Paper 1) 

In Paper 1 a variance model is applied. For the study in this paper we used two 
different data sources to test if municipality communicators’ social media 
performance correlates with different dimensions of satisfied citizens. The results 
show that there are correlations between citizen satisfaction with living in the 
municipality, and with how municipalities run municipal facilities, but there is no 
correlation to citizen influence. 

This study was important for at least two reasons. First, the data sources used in 
the study are the foundation of statistics that Swedish municipalities themselves 
use for improvement of work and organization. The satisfied citizens survey 
(SCB, 2018) contributes official national statistics regarding citizen satisfaction 
with the municipality, and around 130 out of 290 Swedish municipalities 
participate in the survey every other year. The results of the survey guide the 
municipalities in how responsive they are to citizens’ expectations and needs. The 
Facebook performance index (Smampion, 2018) developed by a company hired 
by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (SALAR) is used by 
the municipalities to see how well they perform on Facebook. The company also 
provides each Swedish municipality with an active Facebook page a brief analysis 
of their Facebook performance and they also give advice to the municipalities on 
how to improve their performance. As such, the two data sources in Paper 1 
contribute statistics that municipalities themselves use for development and 
improvement of their quality work.  

Second, the results in the study serve as inspiration for further investigation of 
social media use in municipalities. Since the study is a cross-section study, we have 
not studied correlations over time, and thus we cannot say anything about the 
direction of the correlation. In other words, we can’t tell if social media 
performance determines satisfaction or if satisfaction determines performance, 
and we can’t say why or how correlations occur. We can only state that there are 
correlations. However, regardless of the direction of the correlations, the result 
indicates something about the social media use. Even though municipalities 
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manage to generate lots of interactions (good performance), the performance 
does not correlate with citizens’ perception of influence. Hence those citizens 
who feel they can have influence are not utilizing social media as a channel for 
participation. And those municipalities that are good at creating interaction, do 
not manage to make citizens feel they can exert influence through social media. 
As such, with literature review on social media use in municipalities, and with 
results from the process studies in Papers 2-5 (explained below), there are reasons 
to believe that social media is used mainly for information dissemination and 
promotion, and not so much for conversations regarding improvement of 
government from a citizen’s perspective. The results together with related 
research motivate further research to understand why it is difficult (for both 
citizens and municipalities) to co-create participation with social media and how 
development of work with social media can be conducted.  

Third, as the correlations in the study are of the same magnitude as the important 
factors “educational level” and “tax rate,” and since developing work with social 
media may not be as costly as changing the educational level in the municipality 
or the tax rate, the study motivates municipalities to try to develop their work 
with social media. The results trigger further curiosity as to what will happen if 
social media performance is improved and the municipalities become more 
experienced with using social media, as well as what improvement might mean in 
this context. When we discussed the results in Paper 1 with participants in a 
workshop, the participants told us that the results strengthened their incentive to 
work hard to improve their social media performance. One communicator said 
that this type of research finding stimulates them to keep on struggling with their 
everyday social media practice, in an organization where social media is not always 
taken seriously by fellow colleagues and the management.  

In that way the study underlying Paper 1 has served as an indicator to me as a 
researcher that how social media is used may be important and interesting to 
understand and develop and this has served as an argument for the 
communicators in the study, which has helped them to legitimize their work with 
social media internally in the organization. 

  

4.2.2 Process Model (Papers 2-5) 

While Paper 1 is based on a variance model constructed by cross sectional 
statistics and a snapshot in time, Papers 2-5 are based on a process model of 
research design and a study of events over time. In Papers 2-5 the aim is to unpack 
everyday work with social media in order to understand and explain the 
environment in which the communicators work and what mechanisms cause what 
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kind of events. That is done through interviews and workshops and formal and 
informal meetings over time between 2014-2017 (Table 3). 

From the start of the thesis project three municipalities, M1-M3 (Table 2), were 
selected to participate in the research project. These were selected due to previous 
cooperation between the municipalities and the university in the project 
MARIFUS1. The first and second set of interviews were conducted with these 
three municipalities. For the first workshop the network of the three 
municipalities was used to find more municipalities that were interested in 
participating. Invitation to a network meeting and the workshop was sent out to 
all 16 municipalities in the network and six of these chose to participate.  

Social media was quite new and had only been used for one or two years in the 
municipalities at this time. That means the communicators were exploring 
different ways of working with social media and they were not sure what it should 
be used for. In order not to risk determining the problem formulation myself as 
a researcher, but instead to identify and elaborate on different aspects of social 
media use from the perspective of the interviewees, the interviews were open-
ended. It was important at this stage not to steer the interviewees too much but 
rather let them talk quite freely within the framework of the interview guide.  

The interviews and the workshop were audio recorded. The interviews were 
transcribed verbatim while the recording of the four groups in the workshop were 
listened through multiple times while notes were taken, and parts of the workshop 
were transcribed. The themes in interviews and the workshop were related to: i) 
the start-up process of using social media in the municipality regarding its 
diffusion and anchoring in the organization and issues about responsibility; ii) 
present use in respect to how strategies, policies and potential opportunities and 
challenges are understood and acted on; and iii) thoughts about future use such 
as perceived trends, upcoming cooperation with other organizations and future 
perceived opportunities and challenges. I was interested in hearing about what the 
communicators thought about social media as a new dimension of their 
communication work, what their visions and ideas were, and how they 
experienced working with it. The literature indicated that there were high 
expectations both by practice and research on social media as a tool or strategy 
enabling opportunities for collaboration with citizens and other stakeholders, but 
that the visions were not realized in practice.  

The first and second set of interviews and the first workshop served as an 
empirical base primarily for Paper 2. A qualitative, interpretative, thematic analysis 

                                                   

1 MARIFUS: http://bit.ly/2TIpRgY 
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was adopted to interview and workshop transcriptions and notes. An abductive 
approach to the analysis was conducted in which literature and empirical findings 
were recurrently visited. As, collaborative effects seemed to be difficult to 
enhance, according to the literature and indications in Paper 1, I was specifically 
interested in potential contradictions that could be traced in the participants’ 
reflections regarding social media in the municipality, and their explanations of 
how they worked with social media. I was interested in finding mechanisms that 
could help to understand why citizen participation was difficult to enhance and 
how the extended boundaries of the organization might affect the work with 
social media for the communicators. Applying the concept of boundary crossing 
and learning mechanisms, the work with social media could be understood as a 
work on boundaries between different groups such as politicians and citizens 
(Paper 2). This view partly explained the hesitation and uncertainty raised when 
control was lost and authority was challenged. Two categories were generated 
through the abductive analysis: “Motives for social media use” and “Emerging 
tensions in social media practice.” These categories served as a basis for the 
discussion of challenges with identity and how work is organized when social 
media is used for communication with citizens. 

The themes underlying Paper 2 were later developed further in Papers 3, 4 and 5. 
In Paper 3, the first and second workshops were used as well as selected 
interviews from the three sets of interviews with participants who worked hands 
on with social media. The context of municipal communicators in this paper is 
complemented with the context of two other groups of public sector 
professionals (cancer rehabilitation nurses and resident physicians) that also use 
social media in their everyday work. The ambition with the paper was to see if we 
could find similar aspects related to social media use in the three different contexts 
within the public sector. The different contexts enriched the empirical material by 
bringing in a bigger spectra of different working tasks related to social media use. 
At the same time the three contexts shared common aspects related to being 
professional in the public sector,  such as striving to uphold a professional identity 
of transparency, accountability and trust. A narrative analysis (Klein and Myers 
1999; Walsham 1995) of all three empirical contexts was conducted. The study 
underlying Paper 3 resulted in a discussion on how technological mechanisms and 
professionalism are tightly intertwined and balanced in what we call a 
“sociomaterial seesaw” (Paper 3).  

In Papers 4 and 5 the results from Papers 1, 2 and 3 were followed up. The 
ambition was to implement the new knowledge so far in the project and continue 
an ongoing process of problem solving (Figure 4) in practice by conducting 
formative conversations related to the results (Van de Ven, 2007). M1-M3 were 
invited to the second workshop and two other municipalities, M4-M5 (Table 2), 
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participated at their own request. The aim of the workshop was to break down 
the results in Papers 1, 2 and 3 and understand why certain motivations (e.g. 
promoting, informing, etc.) were applied and how tensions (e.g. related to control 
and authority) were handled. I also wanted to invite the participants to discuss 
perceived knowledge gaps and what they felt they wanted to learn more about. I 
wanted the participants to think about what is perhaps possible to do but that is 
not done, and if so, why it is not done. 

The second workshop started up with three vignettes illustrating the results from 
Papers 2-3. The themes were i) Goals with different motives to why social media 
is used; ii) How the goals are achieved; and iii) What would they like to learn more 
about. The third workshop was thought of as a summing up of previous meetings 
and an opportunity to discuss a way forward for our collaboration. The intention 
was to start planning a future course that the university will hold together with 
the practitioners, as an attempt to continue learning together. The workshop was 
part of a full-day event with an invited keynote speaker, and presentations by 
researchers’ (me and one of my supervisors) of Paper 1 and the ongoing work 
with Papers 4 and 5. The themes in the workshop were i) Lessons learned from 
using social media at work; and ii) Perceived learning potentials and suggested 
themes in a forthcoming course. 

The second workshop was followed up by the third set of interviews. The 
interviews had the same themes as the workshop and reflected on the discussions 
in the workshop. Using the workshop as a shared frame of reference helped both 
the interviewees and the researcher to pinpoint more particular social media 
mechanisms and aspects of government rationales underlying the practices 
discussed (Paper 4). From the findings in Paper 4, based on the second and third 
workshop and second and third sets of interviews we could show how the 
communicators are constantly balancing government rationales with social media 
mechanisms and opportunities to reach out and engage citizens, and in such 
practices they are constantly making new perspectives on public service (Paper 4). 
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Figure 3. The workshop in spring 2017 
 

4.2.3 Variance Model and Process Model (Paper 5) 

As Papers 2-4 have variously indicated the importance of social media 
mechanisms on the communicators’ work with social media, in Paper 5 we wanted 
to dig deeper into how the communicators strategize and reflect over the impact 
of social media algorithms on their work. We did so by studying what the 
communicators actually do on Facebook and how citizens react to their activities, 
and we studied how the communicators reflect over the impact of algorithms on 
their activities and citizens’ reactions. 

In Paper 5 we combine a variance model with a process model by using three 
datasets. The first dataset consists of automated text analyses conducted through 
unsupervised machine learning, conducted by Advectas, a business intelligence 
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company that we hired for this task. The analyses include i) a cluster analysis of 
what municipalities write about on their Facebook pages; ii) an analysis of the 
interactions (likes, shares and comments) from the citizens on such posts; and iii) 
a sentiment analysis that maps whether the text written in the posts on the 
Facebook page is positive, neutral or negative. The automated text analyses were 
a very first step to see what municipal communicators do on their Facebook 
pages. It generated a general pattern based on a large quantity of data from a large 
number of municipalities in Sweden, as a complement to the data generated from 
the municipalities participating in the study. However, it yielded only general 
words and words taken out of context. Moreover, since the automated analyses 
were based on text data, posts in a format other than text, such as photos or links 
to websites, were excluded from the overall analysis. 

To nuance the understanding of what topics and phrasing the municipalities apply 
in social media, we collected a second set of data. Dataset 2 consists of a smaller 
number of Facebook posts and citizen comments from M1-M5 (Table 2). 
Inspired by the results in dataset 1 and from literature (Cf. Bonsón et al. 2015), 
we explored topics and tonalities used by municipal communicators. For the 
analysis we used a qualitative interpretative thematic content analysis. We also 
manually counted the number of posts for each category of topic and tonality and 
citizen reactions to each combination. 

With dataset 3 we aimed to understand how the communicators reflect over the 
impact of algorithms on their activities on Facebook and citizen reactions. 
Through literature review on social media, algorithms and the crowd, and 
empirical data from workshops and interviews we realised that algorithms were 
of main concern for how social media was practiced. An interpretative reanalysis 
was conducted on transcripts and notes from the second and third workshops 
with a focus on conversations that touched upon algorithms in general or the 
impact of algorithms on work.  

The general patterns generated from dataset 1 helped to zoom out from the local 
context in which I worked with the participants in the thesis project. We could 
also use the unsupervised machine learning analyses in dataset 1 to validate the 
results from the small-scale qualitative and quantitative analysis. Dataset 2 was 
important to nuance the results from dataset 1, and also to verify the machine 
learning analysis, which is completely black-boxed to the researcher. The 
workshops and the interpretative analysis of conversations regarding algorithms 
in dataset 3 were used to understand how the communicators reflect over their 
work. By using both a variance model and a process model in Paper 5, the results 
are both general and particular and the triangulation of different methods 
contributes to robustness of results. 



 

 

 

 

Contrasting different data sources, different theoretical perspectives and engaging 
participants in different perspectives of the phenomenon is difficult but can 
benefit a holistic understanding of the problem (Van de Ven, 2007). By identifying 
different perspectives separately and give them different weight during different 
periods of time in the research process, and then putting them together to see 
how they interact, is a fruitful way to understand the complexity of boundaries 
and relations in complex phenomena and how they are interrelated and entangled 
(Friedman 2000).  

The different data sources in the thesis, generated by different research designs 
(Figure 4), have helped to zoom in and zoom out on the phenomena studied and 
they have generated different types of findings that have variously stimulated 
further research. While the data sources based on cross sectional analysis (Papers 
1 and 5) have generated a big picture and a snapshot in time, the data sources based 
on the analysis of the process of working with social media (Papers 2-5) have 
generated an understanding and explanation of work over time. 

Different theoretical perspectives have shaped what aspects of the phenomenon 
have been currently in focus. The critical literature on social media (Cf. Zuboff 
2015) and literature on two-sided platforms (Eaton et al. 2015) and double-sided 
social media (Van Dijck 2013) helped lead to the understanding that the 
interaction occurring on Facebook not only relies on what communicators post 
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and what citizens like to engage with, but is also a matter of underlying intentions 
by platform owner, social media mechanisms and power of the crowd. The 
literature on e-government and social media and public sector digital service 
innovation (Bertot et al., 2016) has helped to contrast the social media 
mechanisms with intentions and activities by the communicators and the 
underlying rationales of public service embedded in the everyday work of the 
communicators. By triangulating the interplay between municipal 
communicators, citizens and social media platforms, interests of the different 
actors have been made visible. The different theoretical perspectives have 
together helped to nuance the understanding of the phenomenon studied. 

Since the research has continuously been engaged with by the participants 
throughout the research process, many perspectives have been enabled for the 
participants. Exposing participants to different perspectives can be sensitive and 
sometimes emotionally tough. When many perspectives meet, they might 
illuminate contradictions and problems that have not been explicitly processed 
before. However, enabling many perspectives to participants also implies a high 
level of transparency that can give more participants the possibility to have their 
voices heard. Van de Ven (2007) claims that “managing conflicts constructively is 
not only important but lies at the heart of engaged scholarship” (p. 17). 

Tensions between an everyday social media discourse and a new emerging 
municipal social media discourse have in workshops in the project often led to 
intensive and sometimes personally sensitive conversations. The participants have 
expressed frustration over the fact that it is complicated both to take advantage 
of the algorithms and at the same time to stay within boundaries for what is 
proper behavior by a public official. Discussions about their roles as public 
officials was a consequence of such frustration and that they were adjusting the 
practice to utilizing social media mechanisms. The emerging tensions have been 
an important part of the problem formulation (Figure 4) and the understanding of 
the phenomenon. The findings related to tensions made me start looking at e-
government literature to understand different approaches to public service and 
different models for e-governance, as well as literature on citizens’ demands and 
expectations in relation to literature on social media platforms. As such the 
tensions between different perspectives helped me to zoom in on different parts 
of the literature.  

By applying an abductive approach to theory building (Figure 4) and by iteratively 
going through the engaged scholarship diamond model, the body of knowledge 
in the thesis has been shaped by relevant practical knowledge and elaboration of 
existing theories. According to Beer (2001), theories are often generalizations 
founded in arguments that are not anchored in concrete particulars that are of 
relevance for researchers or practitioners. A way to create theories relevant for 
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both research and practice in the thesis has been to constantly go back to the 
empirical material based on engagement by participants and researchers on 
multiple perspectives and tensions as explained above. Such an abductive 
approach has helped me as a researcher to stay focused on the aspects of the 
complex phenomenon that is of relevance for participants and current literature 
at a particular time in the research process. Also, the choice of theoretical 
perspectives such as a sociomaterial practice perspective has been helpful to stay 
focused on the different perspectives, i.e., the social media algorithms, citizens 
and municipal communicators. Embedded in a sociomaterial practice perspective 
is the assumption that what social and material mechanisms are of importance for 
the understanding of the problem is not predetermined but is rather emerging in 
practice. Furthermore, to understand digital public service, a service innovation 
perspective helped to understand how public service is an exchange of resources 
and that to create something new, work with social media has to adapt both to 
government rationales and to social media mechanisms.   

Van de Ven (2007) argues that for research findings to generate impact in research 
and practice communities, they have to be engaged with. Research findings are 
most often not implemented and are only written about or orally presented and 
discussed at a conference or published in a journal. Problem solving (Figure 4) relates 
to activities that connect the research findings with the problem observed in the 
research and practice communities. It is a process of impact on research and 
practice. Some of the activities included in the process of research result in 
research papers published in scientific journals and presented at research 
conferences as mentioned above but it is also about making practitioners 
concerned about the findings and enabling engagement with the findings. For 
such engagement to be enhanced, engaged scholarship proposes a model for 
engagement through all different stages in the diamond model.  

In the thesis, problem solving has been an ongoing process. Results from one 
study have always been presented and discussed with the participants as a basis 
for the next study. In the second and third workshops, when new participants 
entered the project, the impact of research was especially obvious. Those 
participants that had participated for a longer time in the project (M1-M3) showed 
more mature reasoning while the new participants proposed questions and 
initiated conversations related to issues that were discussed three years ago in the 
project. That means that even though research has been potentially available to 
all participants all the time, it is obvious that those participants who have engaged 
with the research have been more informed and knowledgeable. This experience 
was important to me as a researcher with specialization in work-integrated 
learning and it has motivated further work of extending a learning network of 
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communicators and other municipal professionals who want to develop their 
competence in close collaboration with research.  

Efforts to extend a learning network beyond the thesis project have consisted of 
various informal and formal meetings and events, sometimes at my request and 
sometimes from the municipalities. These meetings have been about citizen 
dialogue, issues regarding digitalization of the municipality, use of social media 
and the work situation for the practitioners, etc. As part of my supervision of 
undergraduate students in a bachelor’s degree program in Digital Media I have 
visited four municipalities where students do their internship and I have followed 
the students’ three-month practicum at the municipalities. The meetings have 
enriched my understanding of challenges regarding digitalization and use of social 
media in municipalities and the municipalities have been incorporated in the 
network of work-integrated learning municipalities that want to develop their 
competence in relation to use of IT and social media together with other 
municipalities and the university. I have also visited the Swedish Association of 
Local Authorities and Regions (SALAR 2018) to discussed future cooperation. 
Other activities worth mentioning are a cooperation with a graduate student, 
whom I supervised. S/he participated in one of the workshops. I also invited one 
participant in the studies to come and speak to my undergraduate students, which 
has resulted in that two students got internships at the municipality and one was 
employed. The meetings and events have been important for establishing a 
network of municipal professionals, researchers and representatives from 
SALAR, that will hopefully continue to meet, share ideas and learn beyond this 
specific thesis project. 
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5 Summary of Papers 

5.1 Paper 1 

Full reference: Gellerstedt, M., Norström, L., Bernhard, I., Gråsjö, U., & Lundh 
Snis, U. (Year). Do Municipality Facebook Performance and Citizen Satisfaction 
Go Hand in Hand?. Submitted to: European Journal of Electronic Government, EJEG. 

Transparency of and accessibility to facilities and service, a feeling of inclusion 
and possibilities to influence, are all vital aspects of how citizens experience 
quality of life according to OECD’s definition. These aspects are also closely 
associated with missions and goals with social media use in municipalities. There 
is however a lack of research on the citizens’ perspective regarding the effect of 
social media performance in municipalities. In this paper we want to investigate 
if the efforts of using social media in municipalities really benefit the citizens. 

In this paper we aim to gain better understanding of the effect of municipalities’ 
activity in social media, on basic aspects of citizens’ quality of life: 1) satisfaction 
with municipal facilities such as access to education, jobs, healthcare, nature, 
entertainment, etc., i.e., as a place to live; 2) satisfaction with how service is 
delivered, e.g. schools, healthcare, elderly and social care, public safety, etc.; and 
3) transparency and influence, i.e., accessible information and possibilities to 
influence administration and politics.  

We assume that making citizens aware of facilities (1) includes important activities 
of social media performance. These facilities are aspects of peoples’ life that the 
municipality does not have full control over or manage by itself but that are still 
important issues for citizens’ quality of life and thus important to make people 
aware of and informed about, so that they can be utilized. The first hypothesis is 
thus: 

H1: Social media performance is related to how satisfied citizens are with the municipality as a 
place to live. 

We further assume that making people aware of and enabling participation in the 
performance of vital government welfare functions (e.g. education, healthcare, 
communications) (2) are important aspects of the social media performance. Our 
second hypothesis it therefore: 

H2: Social media performance is related to how satisfied citizens are with the municipality’s 
performance regarding delivered services. 
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We also assume that enabling people to see and participate in decision-making 
processes regarding government welfare functions and how information, 
communication and dialogue related to that should be conducted (3), are 
important aspects of the social media performance. The third hypothesis is thus: 

H3: Social media performance is related to how satisfied citizens are with the transparency and 
the influence they have on their local government. 

Secondary data from two different data sources were used to create two indices, 
one for Facebook performance and one for citizens’ satisfaction with the 
municipality. The Facebook performance index was an existing index made by 
Smampion (smampion.se), a company hired by the Swedish Association of Local 
Authorities and Regions (SALAR). The satisfied citizen index was based on a 
national survey on citizen satisfaction, conducted twice annually by Statistics 
Sweden. A total of 184 (out of 290) municipalities participated in the survey and 
between 600 and 1,200 individuals in each municipality depending on size. It is a 
comprehensive study that includes a large number of questions. Through a 
multiple regression analysis we found that there was a statistically significant 
positive correlation between Facebook performance and Satisfaction with living 
in the municipality (p=0.006) and Satisfaction with performance regarding 
delivered service (p=0.025), while the correlation between Facebook performance 
and Satisfaction with transparency and influence was not significant (p>0.20).  

The results are in line with previous research in the sense that making citizens 
aware and informed (H1 and H2) are the most common activities in social media, 
which is important in order to be accountable and gain trust. The reason why 
there is no significant correlation between Facebook performance and 
transparency and trust (H3) is that municipalities are mainly using a promotional 
approach on Facebook, which does not enable citizens to share knowledge and 
skills regarding complex societal problems or everyday issues. A promotional 
approach might instead be important for making people want to live and stay in 
the municipality and utilize government facilities, but it is probably 
counterproductive when it comes to increasing citizen satisfaction with 
transparency and influence.  

 

5.2 Paper 2 

Full reference: Norström, L., & Hattinger, M. (2016). Efforts at the Boundaries: 
Social Media Use in Swedish Local Public Governments. In: 8th IFIP WG 8.5 
International Conference, Electronic Participation 2016. Guimarães, Portugal, 5-8 
September 2016. Proceedings. Cham: Springer International Publishing, 123–137. 
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Accustomed ways of communicating with citizens together with use patterns 
from private use of social media dominate the social media use of municipal 
communicators.  Much research has been conducted on elected officials’ work 
with social media for democratic motives, but less has been done on public 
communicators use of social media in relation to engagement and participation. 
This is interesting since the potential of social media is not only ascribed to the 
politicians, but also to the administration, that is trying to replace or complement 
traditional one-way directed communication with a more networking and 
responsive approach. A new work practice is thus emerging which comes along 
with challenges of what you are “allowed” to do as a public servant. The purpose 
of the study was to investigate the social media work of public communicators 
and what tensions and contradictions are occurring in practice. We wanted to 
better understand how communicators in municipal administration perceived 
social media in their work as communicators and what were their experiences of 
use. The research question is: 

RQ: How is social media use challenging the work and identity of communicators in local 
government? 

The study suggests that using social media for communication between 
government and citizens means crossing of boundaries between different 
communities such as public servants, elected officials and citizens. The open 
communication means that what the communicators are doing on Facebook is 
potentially visible to anyone. It creates opportunities to change the local 
government from closed to open and it may invite communication between 
various stakeholders in a transparent manner. However, it also causes anxiety and 
hesitation related to lack of control and uncertainty about professional roles.  

In the paper we discuss this tension in terms of a new work practice in which the 
communicators are typically boundary crossers. They build bridges between 
different actors such as public servants, citizens and elected officials and they 
represent all these different groups. They have one foot in each community, but 
at the same time, they try to safeguard their own professional identity as public 
servants with a responsibility to be accountable and trustworthy. Boundary 
crossers can get credibility in the long run, when people realize that they actually 
develop the workplace, but it can be difficult and tedious to be on the boundaries 
all the time, which may explain the communicators’ doubts and uncertainty. The 
study shows how the communicators negotiate their professional identity on the 
boundaries between different communities and how they are coordinating efforts 
to work on the boundaries. Negotiation of the role and identity slows down the 
workflow but the boundary-crossing activities can also be seen as a learning 
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process and a transformation towards a changed role of public servants. The new 
role means being a mediator between elected officials and citizens and it means a 
different kind of nearness to citizens. The reason for why the learning processes 
are sometimes hard could be explained by lack of necessary social media and e-
participation skills. The communicators are trained to serve the citizens but not 
necessarily to enact democracy logics, i.e., problematize democratic ideals and put 
them into action. The constant negotiation of identity and coordination of work, 
as we show in the study, can thus be understood as a learning process towards 
improved competence for public servants where democratic logics and social 
media skills seem to be crucial ingredients and where boundary-crossing activities 
are an embedded part of the expertise. 

 

5.3 Paper 3 

Full reference: Norström, L., Islind, A-S., Vallo Hult, H. (2017).  Balancing the 
Social Media Seesaw in Public Sector: A Sociomaterial Perspective. Selected Paper 
of the Information Systems Research Seminar in Scandinavia. AIS Electronic Library. 

Social media is gradually becoming an important part of the work practice of 
public sector professionals. Affordances of social media are different from 
technologies used before for external and internal communication. It affords 
visibility, editability, persistence over time and association between people and 
content in a way that e.g. e-mail and websites do not. The unique affordances are 
giving the professionals opportunities they have not had before to reach out to 
many of their stakeholders (e.g. citizens and patients) and create dialogue about 
critical issues that can then be taken into account for improvement of the public 
sector. The affordances of social media are however also creating uncertainty 
about who is listening and where the conversations are spread. It is difficult to 
formulate the conversations when the audience is partly unknown and when it 
feels like many different audiences are listening. A strong loyalty to the public 
profession and duties related to responsibility and accountability towards 
stakeholders (e.g. citizens and patients) make the professionals uncertain of what 
tonality to use when they both have to be friendly and at the same time 
professional. The research question is: 

RQ: How do public sector professionals balance social media use and their professional role? 

We draw on findings from three different research settings within the public 
sector in Sweden: 1) Specialized oncology nurses working with cancer 
rehabilitation within a clinical practice at one of the largest hospitals in the 
country; 2) Municipal communicators working in the central administration in 
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four different small and medium-sized municipalities in the country; 3) Practicing 
resident physicians at a large regional hospital in the country who are engaged in 
clinical training (min. five years) towards specialist competence. All three settings 
are part of three action research projects or case studies. In this study we use an 
interpretative field study with a narrative analysis, based on interviews, 
observations and workshops conducted in each of the three settings. The 
interpretative field study is presented through realistic narrative stories, describing 
an external and objective reality of everyday social media work of the different 
groups of public sector professionals.  

The findings illustrate a balancing act of the professionals between social media 
practice and professional practice in the public sector. It is of sociomaterial 
character and sometimes the social media practice takes over, sometimes the 
professional practice takes over, and sometimes they create new sociomaterial 
professional practices. We thematize this balancing act as related to “context 
collapse” and “tonality.” “Context collapse” occurs when one-to-one 
communication is transformed into many-to-many. In many-to-many 
communication in social media the audience is partly unknown and many 
different contexts such as different stakeholders, individuals, colleagues, familiar 
patients, patients in general, next of kin, etc. may all be potential audiences. 
“Tonality” refers to the communication approach used in social media related to 
levels of friendliness and authoritativeness.  

 

5.4 Paper 4 

Full reference: Norström, L., Bernhard, I., & Lundh Snis, U. (2019). Boundaries 
of Logics in Municipality Communicators’ Facebook Practice: Towards a New 
Public Service Competence. 52st Hawaii International Conference on Systems Science 
(HICSS 2019).  Hawaii, USA, 7-12 January 2019. 

As government administration increasingly utilizes external online platforms for 
public service, work practice of municipal communicators is gradually influenced 
by an interplay of different value logics, on different levels. In this paper we 
unpack the institutional logics of digital government and the algorithmic, crowd-
influenced value logics of social media platform providers. With a service-
dominant logic perspective on public service and the interaction between 
administrators and citizens on the municipal Facebook page, we investigate how 
value logics are intertwined and enacted in practice. The research question is: 

RQ: How are different value logics realized in the social media practice of municipal 
communicators? 
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Public service is founded in laws and legislation regarding citizens’ equal treatment 
and benefit for all and can for example be information, guidance, counselling and 
other government exercises at an office, but more often online on different digital 
platforms. Historically there have been different approaches to public service. 
The focus has spanned a field of different ideas of public service from means of 
upholding legacy, equity, and authority, to marketing-driven ideas of public 
service as efficient business aimed to serve its customers (NPM), and lately ideas 
of networking beyond government organization, citizen participation and co-
creation of public service. Public service through social media is typically 
characterized by the latest networking and co-creation approach.  

When external online platforms (e.g. Facebook) are used, the government value 
logics cannot operate in isolation but are affected by value logics of the platforms. 
These value logics can be understood on the one hand as generators of external 
resources such as skills and knowledge of citizens and other stakeholders that can 
be connected, reconfigured and used for improved public service. On the other 
hand, the platform logic can be seen as a data-driven, algorithmic and crowd-
governed business logic with a main aim to make people interact online and as 
such produce data for the platform owner to collect, store, analyze and refine for 
business purposes and to create even more efficient algorithms that will make 
people share even more data. The problem with algorithms from a democratic 
perspective is that they build on previous behaviors of the crowd, which makes it 
difficult to change negative structures.  

Through workshops and deep interviews with municipal communicators we 
investigate how work is influenced by digital government value logics and social 
media platform value logics. The findings show three themes of concern that 
emerge in practice: 1) “To treat citizens equally.” This theme is grounded in the 
balancing act between following the government principles of equal treatment 
and accountability, and at the same time adjusting to platform logics of being 
context-specific and communicatively intimate. 2) “To trigger engagement.” This 
theme describes the tension and interplay between different logics in how to 
approach citizens. Platform logics trigger a promotional and personal tonality, 
while government logic traditionally means to uphold trust by being authoritative 
and legally correct. 3) “To take risks for good reputation and acting 
professionally.” This theme describes the risky aspects of social media practice in 
relation to its opportunities to reach out to very many people with important 
information and communication and to show professional conduct. The risk is 
considered serious since a single mistake can be fatal for the reputation of the 
individual communicator or the municipality as a whole.  

The findings are discussed with a perspective of public service as a process of 
shared resources and skills that through connections and interactions are 
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reconfigured for the benefit of the citizens. For resource reconfiguration to take 
place, platform logics need to be enacted by enabling interaction and spread of 
ideas. This is risky for the reputation of the individual and the organization if it is 
not performed well, and it sometimes contradicts value logics of government that 
cannot simply be ignored. The balancing of the different value logics is about 
repeating positive patterns from the past and breaking negative patterns by 
increased legitimacy.  

 

5.5 Paper 5 

Full reference: Norström, L., Islind, AS., Gellerstedt, M., &  Lundh Snis, U. 
(Year). Algorithmic Work with Social Media. Manuscript. 

 

Social media practice in municipalities is experienced among communicators as 
coming with a boundless set of opportunities to open up government for public 
scrutiny and to gain a friendly relationship with the citizens. However, it has also 
turned out to be complicated due to lack of control of the operations of the 
platforms used and the immediacy and informality embedded in social media 
discourse. The way information spreads on Facebook (i.e., its reach), and the 
algorithms behind how Facebook operates are only partly known. Facebook is 
also not a static platform and networking site, but rather an ever-changing, 
growing infrastructure where the algorithms continuously change. Therefore, 
work with social media such as Facebook has to be researched as an evolving 
practice of incorporating an infrastructure into an existing infrastructure, and 
“infrastructuring” is thereby the theoretical framing in this paper. 

In this paper, we want to dig deeper into the influence of algorithms on 
infrastructuring, in a municipal context. The work that is needed to make sense 
of how the algorithms work, as well as what type of infrastructuring is needed in 
a specific work context is what we call “algorithmic work.” The paper primarily 
draws from three sets of complementary data sets: a quantitative Facebook 
observation, a qualitative Facebook observation and workshops. To answer the 
research questions, we investigated what topics are posted on municipal Facebook 
pages and the tone of those topics, in terms of how formal or informal, friendly 
or authoritative the posts are. The response from the audience was then measured 
for different combinations of topics and phrasings, to see which combinations 
work and which do not work on Facebook. We also looked at the sentiments, i.e., 
whether posts were positive or negative. We argue that sentiments and the 
different combinations of topics and phrasing constitute the algorithmic work of 
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the communicators. To get an even more nuanced picture of the algorithmic work 
conducted by the municipal communicators, we finally examined how the 
communicators understand their algorithmic work: how they reason regarding 
successful social media practice and the impact of algorithms on work. 

Findings show that “Featuring and promoting” tonality generated most 
engagement. Remarkably a “Requesting and instructing” approach when 
municipal communicators explicitly ask for feedback from citizens caused least 
engagement. Posts with touching stories about the elderly or children’s everyday 
life in the municipal institutions, or greetings and cheers from the municipal 
communicators to the citizens, generated most reactions. Reflections and 
strategies with social media revolve around the fact that Facebook needs to be 
treated in accordance with its unique prerequisites. For instance, what works well 
on Facebook are posts that people can relate to, e.g. persons and places people 
are familiar with and informal phrasings that evoke feelings. Work with social 
media has made the communicators start to think about the way they express 
themselves and how the audience can be engaged in what they post. What we can 
see here is a shift in thinking from a focus on facts and content to phrasing and 
expression, and from distribution of information to creation of engagement. They 
also reflect over the fact that Facebook is not owned by the government and that 
they feel it is difficult to be an expert on something that they are not in control 
of. Algorithms are continuously changing, and they feel they have to adjust to the 
changes without the chance to influence them. 

We argue that algorithmic work is strategies and reflections of the professional 
social media worker, aiming to find a way to conduct work when norms, 
legislation and legitimacy sometimes contradict and sometimes interplay with 
algorithmic logic. Due to the confidentiality of the algorithms and their ability to 
intensify the power of the crowd, algorithmic work is risky and has the potential 
to put a lot at stake. Therefore, algorithmic work needs to be taken seriously both 
in practice and research. 

Since algorithms are invisible and the users of the platforms unknown, 
algorithmic work is a work of constant experimenting, trial and error. We 
conceptualize algorithmic work as a design process or “infrastructuring.” Such 
infrastructuring can be understood as work of supporting a larger infrastructure, 
i.e., “infrastructuring of the crowd” which are processes where citizens 
themselves engage and drive the engagement further in their own networks. 
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5.6 Synthesis of Main Findings 

The results in Paper 1 gave an indication that social media is mainly used for 
dissemination of information and promotional activities, i.e., to make citizens 
aware of municipal facilities and events. In the following papers (Papers 2-5) 
reasons for the lack of citizen participation are explored by studying municipal 
communicators’ everyday social media practice. 

Papers 2-5 show that using social media in the municipality implies a continuously 
ongoing development of public service, in which different technical and 
organizational logics and rationales are sometimes prioritized and sometimes 
transgressed, and where new micro practices are constantly developed. The 
tensions are explained as contradictions between: having control vs. taking risks; 
being personal vs. being authoritative; being politically neutral vs. taking a stand; 
being contextual vs. being broad; expecting mutual responsibility for public 
service vs. serving citizens; and promoting vs. caring for democratic values. 

Practicing social media in the municipality is as such variously conceptualized in 
Papers 2-5 as a balancing act between what is imaginable to do with social media, 
and what is a proper action for a public servant and the municipality. This 
balancing act is conceptualized as the practice of: boundary crossing and 
negotiation of professional identity (Paper 2); balancing a sociomaterial seesaw of 
professionalism and social media mechanisms (Paper 3); public service 
competence (Paper 4); and algorithmic work and infrastructuring (Paper 5). 
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6 Discussion 

This thesis has studied municipal communicators’ use of social media. In this 
chapter the findings in the five included papers are discussed from the theoretical 
perspectives outlined in the cover paper and in relation to previous research. The 
chapter includes a discussion on implications of social media platform logic on 
different government rationales, how social media logic mix with government 
rationalities in practice, and how such practice can be understood as public service 
innovation.  

 

6.1 The Role of Social Media Logic in Public 
Service 

To understand how use of social media by municipal communicators supports 
and develops rationales for public service and the communicators’ practice, there 
is a need to understand how the social media platforms operate as part of public 
service processes. As the interactions of social media users are materialized into 
codes and algorithms, future users not only experience the previous users’ 
intentions and interactions, but also intentions by the platform owners and the 
crowd. Posts from the municipal communicators made visible to citizens have in 
that way gone through a filter, constructed by social media platform mechanisms 
of programmability, popularity, connectivity and datafication (van Dijck and Poell 
2013). Through strategies and techniques to steer traffic in directions that will 
most likely generate interactions and consequently more data that can refine the 
algorithms, social media platforms play an important role in the enactment of 
public service. 

For the municipal communicators, this means that it is not only their choice of 
topics, phrasing and type of media used that matters for how public service is 
being developed. Even though they have intentions to create dialogue and involve 
citizens in discussions regarding a new construction project in town or hours of 
operation at the new library, thus involving citizens in decision-making processes, 
they are also reliant on whether such an approach is supported by the social media 
platform algorithms. As such, utilizing social media platforms for public service 
means to be involved in sociomaterial processes, in which social and material 
resources are interdependently intertwined. Ideas and opinions of users (social 
resources) are materialized into interactions such as “likes,” “shares” and 
“comments,” embedded in code, made visual and promoted by algorithms 
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(material resources). In that way social media platform users’ activities have 
material consequences.  

While performance is the activities constituting the public service, such as posting 
topics and applying a tonality, performativity relates to the material consequences 
of performance (Orlikowski and Scott 2015). In Paper 5 we show what kind of 
topics and tonality generate what kind of engagement from citizens. The paper 
reports that the most common types of posts are informative messages regarding 
upcoming activities in the municipality, public works and town planning, and 
government issues. This informing performance can be related to a government 
rationale founded in “traditional” or “new public management” ideas (Bryson, 
2014; Denhardt and Denhardt, 2000), in which opening up the municipality for 
public scrutiny is of main importance as well as serving citizens without expecting 
any response in return. This is a type of performance that is used in mass media 
and works well there due to the mechanisms of pre-programmability in such a 
paradigm (van Dijck and Poell 2013). In social media, however, this performance 
does not work very well since there is no central agency that is in control of the 
traffic. To reach out with information in social media the communicators are 
dependent on algorithms and the crowd of people using the platform, and since 
plain information does not typically stimulate social interaction by the crowd, it 
will not trigger the algorithms to have it disseminated. Plain informative posts 
from the municipal communicators will therefore not reach citizens and thus not 
serve the mission to “serve” citizens and “open up” the municipality. 

One can argue that providing information about activities in social media is an 
important effort to enable participation (by making people aware and thereby 
enable them to engage), and that informative efforts would therefore also support 
ideas of an “emerging” participatory approach to public service. However, since 
providing information about activities as a strategy to enable awareness also needs 
to enable participation, it will not support either a “traditional” or a “new public 
management” approach, nor an “emerging” and participatory approach. In social 
media, for information to reach out, it has to be interacted with, and plain 
information is not interacted with. Performance of public service needs to enable 
performativity. 

Social media logic supports posts that generate the type of interaction that can be 
codified, measured and visualized  (van Dijck and Poell 2013). By visualizing and 
quantifying popularity and algorithmically steering the traffic of posts to those 
users who will most likely interact with them, social media mechanisms support a 
quantified thinking about public service as something that can be measured in 
numbers. “Popular” (and thus measurable) posts in a social media logic are those 
posts that generate interaction and thereby reach many users (van Dijck and Poell 
2013). In Papers 1, 2 and 5 we show that in a municipal context the most popular 
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posts by citizens are those related to promotion of municipal activities, facilities 
and service. It can be posts about a new machine that will make homemade 
meatballs for the municipality’s children and elderly (Paper 5), or simply beautiful 
pictures of the city or a check-in at a lunch restaurant (Paper 2). Paper 5 show 
that communicators’ posts are mainly positively or neutrally phrased, and no posts 
are negative or critical. The promotion activities from the municipality’s side aims 
to give a good picture of the municipality and make citizens proud of their 
municipality and attract new inhabitants to come and live there (Papers 2 and 4). 
As such, social media logic supports promotional strategies since these are types 
of activities that are “popular,” i.e., they are interacted with, and subsequently the 
performance of such activities can be measured and made visible. Promotional 
activities are performative.  

Even though e.g. Facebook struggles to minimize “unauthentic engagement” (e.g. 
engagement baits) (Facebook 2017), social media algorithms can generally not 
make sense of the qualitative aspects of the content. For instance, how relevant a 
discussion on Facebook is for the improvement of government, from a 
participative and democratic perspective, is not taken into consideration when 
metrics are developed by the platform owners (O’Neill, 2017). Instead, only the 
type of impact that is measurable and that supports the algorithmic definitions of 
popularity is coded, analyzed and refined in order to define future steering of 
traffic. An important point here is that the most influential posts and people are 
not necessary the ones with the greatest expertise or knowledge in the topic 
matter, but rather those who are most successful in making people interact with 
them and the posts they publish (van Dijck and Poell 2013).  

However, the priority of posts and people, and the steering of traffic, are not 
neutral. Algorithms are opinions embedded in code that mirror opinions of the 
platform owner and opinions of the users (Kroll et al. 2016; O'Neil 2017; Twomey 
2018). In a mass media logic, the news agency has control over the traffic to the 
audience. In social media logic, the power to steer the traffic is distributed to the 
users and the algorithms (van Dijck and Poell 2013). As such, the responsibility 
of all users (e.g. citizens, municipal communicators and other stakeholders) to 
impact the traffic rises when social media platforms are used as public service. 
Hence, when social media is used in the municipality it should not only be the 
communicators’ responsibility to develop good quality public service, it is also the 
citizens’ (and platform owners’). In that way, using social media as public service 
requires engagement and interaction from both municipality and citizens and they 
need to coordinate their efforts to jointly maneuver the algorithms and to shape 
the public service into something useful and meaningful to all. This view of public 
service can be related to as an “emerging,” participatory view of government 
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(Bertot et al. 2016; Navarra and Cornford 2012) and to what Linders (2012) 
conceptualizes as “we-government.”  

In this way social media logic supports and develops an efficient management 
thinking in which quality of interaction is quantified and measured. The social 
media mechanisms motivate users to think in terms of quantified success, paid 
attention to and reinforced by visualization of such quantified success, for 
instance through a national Facebook survey in which the municipalities 
participate (see Paper 1). In this way social media logic can be viewed to support 
a “new public management” approach to government in which public service is 
adjusted to what citizens “like” to be informed about and interact with, and what 
makes them happy and satisfied, i.e., a view that is similar to a “satisfied customer 
thinking,” and in which service aims to “serve” citizens with information that can 
help to “fix” issues and activities in their everyday life (cf. Bernhard, 2013). The 
quantified and visualized success metrics also enable comparison and competition 
between municipalities. Participants in the studies of the thesis have recurrently 
mentioned that they learn by studying how other “successful municipalities” 
manage their Facebook pages and these “successful municipalities” tend to be 
role models. 

The social media logic can also be understood as supporting democratic 
government ideals. A good performance is also not only a matter of serving and 
fixing, it is also about building up a network. Good reach (much interaction) will 
continue to generate good reach and the communicators have thereby built up a 
clear path to the citizens. This increases future possibilities for municipalities to 
reach out to citizens, for instance in case of a crisis (Cf. Kim and Hastak 2018; 
Lindsay 2011). 

Similarly, making citizens aware is not only a matter of promotion, it is also about 
transparency, which can enable citizens to make use of facilities and services so 
that they can be critical and as such be empowered to participate in future 
decision-making regarding a certain facility or service (Bertot et al. 2010). In that 
sense activities to increase transparency support an “emerging” approach to 
public service. Transparency is also about being accountable and open to public 
scrutiny and can as such be related to a “traditional” approach of government in 
which an important role of the administration was to do what it was expected to 
do in order to uphold trust. If government is visible to citizens and they see 
opportunities to participate, it can improve citizens’ predispositions towards 
government use of new technology, and legitimacy and adherence can be 
generated from the citizens (Navarra and Cornford, 2012). So even though a 
promotional approach does not generate any “deep” engagement as called for by 
Navarra and Cornford (2012), it can increase transparency, make participation 
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possibilities visible to citizens and open up new channels for municipalities to 
reach out in emergency situations.  

 

6.2 Tensions and Dynamics in Social Media 
Practice 

How municipal communicators practice social media has been explored variously 
in Papers 2–5 and in all four papers we see contradictions and tensions between 
social media logic and different government rationales, which trigger new 
practices to be developed. In the papers we explore how utilizing social media for 
public service is about negotiating and combining social media logic with 
government rationales, by testing different micro practices and reflecting upon 
such practices.  

As discussed above, a fundamental consideration as part of municipalities’ social 
media practice is how to steer the traffic of stories to citizens. The strategies to 
do this and the motivation for why and how this is done differ between individual 
communicators and is often unclear to them. While some communicators are 
more restrictive in following the social media logics and instead rely on traditional 
government rationales of being correct, accountable and reliable, others are more 
progressive and sidestep basic principles of equal treatment and inclusiveness, and 
reason that citizens have their own responsibility to seek out and join in 
conversations if they want to (Paper 4). On the one hand, the progressive acting 
might reflect a strive for an “emerging” approach to public service with active and 
responsible citizens that take their own initiative to contribute to and benefit from 
the public service. This is an idea of public service related to the highest level of 
interaction, in Mergel’s (2013) terms “collaboration” and, in Linders’ (2012) terms 
“do it yourself government.”  On the other hand, it reflects a “new public 
management” approach in which citizens are viewed as customers who may buy 
the offer or not depending on how well it suits their needs.  

Similarly, in Paper 5 the findings show that municipalities employ a variety of 
topics and ways of phrasing the posts to citizens in social media. The 
communicators alternate a formal announcing, informing and requesting 
approach with a more informal, promotional tone. The large spectrum of 
different activities, supporting and developing different government rationales, 
indicates that the communicators are aware of the necessity to both maximize 
interaction in social media but also to fulfill the municipality’s mission to be 
transparent, accountable and inclusive. They switch dynamically between 
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following social media logic and different government rationalities, and both 
become inherently intertwined in practice (Papers 3 and 4).  

The communicators also consider how far they can go regarding choice of topic 
and tone in order to create popular posts, without risk of stretching the 
boundaries too far for what a municipal communicator is supposed to do (Papers 
2–5). These kinds of considerations are related to the communicators’ perception 
of their role as representatives of the municipality (Papers 2 and 3) and to their 
ideas of public service (Papers 4 and 5). I would also argue that they are related 
to the communicators’ experience of and insights into how social media logics 
operate. During the the thesis project some participants have been involved ever 
since the beginning while some started participating later. A reflection made, 
which is not described and explained in any of the papers, is that the municipal 
communicators that have participated in the project for a long time have more 
developed thoughts and inquiries regarding their social media practice and they 
report that they have advanced the activities in social media by continuously 
following news in media and interest groups and trying new things.  

The dynamic work of social media can be experienced as complicated but it also 
develops new micro practices and advances the overall social media practice of 
the communicators. In Paper 5 we argue that the communicators engage in 
algorithmic work. The communicators try to stay aligned with Facebook 
algorithms, but they do not know if all the successful posts, such as heartwarming 
stories from elderly care, check-ins at lunch restaurants and stories about a new 
meatball machine, are sufficient to give the citizens enough information and 
knowledge and to uphold an authoritative and trust-inspiring face. It is clear that 
much of the algorithmic work is about pondering what is gained from acting in 
favor of Facebook algorithms and the crowd, and what is going to be missed. If 
the communicators, for instance, stop directing citizens to the municipal website 
via a link on Facebook, and instead write a short news item in native format on 
Facebook, they are afraid of losing the depth and the information and knowledge 
of more complex issues that are presented on the website. However, typically 
posts on Facebook containing a link to an external website are not prioritized by 
the Facebook algorithms since Facebook wants users to stay on their platform 
and interact with it. As such, algorithmic work is about pondering pros and cons 
with different micro practices in social media and about creating new practices 
that support both the algorithms and the government mission. 

According to the findings in Papers 4 and 5 municipal communicators hesitate to 
be too informal, arouse passion, play on people’s feelings or talk about how 
compassionate the municipality is, when the municipality also is an institution 
where activities involve police interventions and other means of authority. Being 
too informal risks eroding the professional and good reputation of the 
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municipality as a whole. Algorithmic work is, more concretely, mixing different 
topics and tones in a way that creates engagement but also keeps the 
municipality’s reputation safe. On a more abstract level it is about balance driving 
forces from social media platforms and different government rationales, as they 
occur, intertwined, in practice. It is sociomaterial service.  

 

6.3 Social Media Practice as Digital Public Service 
innovation 

Innovation in government is the process of trying something new 
(entrepreneurial), reflecting and rethinking (novel thinking), and coming up with 
something new that will benefit the government and the citizens in better ways 
than before (innovate and create a value). However, innovation is not a new idea 
as such but the application of ideas that changes government to something better 
(Bertot el al., 2016). With the help of service platforms (for instance social media 
platforms), ideas and processes are released to be developed not only within the 
boundaries of organizations but also beyond (Lusch and Nambisan 2015; 
Sørensen 2016).  

As discussed above, the use of social media in government administration has 
potential to support and develop existing government rationales and it 
reorganizes relations and exchange of resources. However, even though notions 
of government and public service develop, and processes of exchange and 
reshaping of relationships occur, using social media as public service in the 
municipality cannot be considered a process of innovation per se. The question 
is whether the municipal communicators’ social media practice can be considered 
innovation, i.e., if the communicators’ social media practice implies novel 
activities and methods and if it benefits the involved actors in new ways.  

Using social media has been ascribed with potential to innovate government to 
be more inclusive and give citizens more influence over their everyday lives. In 
line with previous research and with the results in Paper 1 together with Papers 
2–5 it is likely however that municipalities are mainly using social media for 
information dissemination, which cannot be considered innovation. However, 
with the result of Papers 2–5 I argue that municipalities are on their way to 
innovate public service. In Papers 2–5 we explain differently how practicing social 
media is about enacting and developing public service, which means learning and 
engaging in new micro practices and reflecting over such practices. These 
practices involve i) boundary crossing between different groups of actors that 
challenge existing relationships between citizens and municipality and the 
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communicator’s role as a public servant (Paper 2); ii) balancing a professional tone 
with a more personal one, when the audience is unknown (Paper 3); iii) 
negotiating and prioritizing between being contextually sensitive and supporting 
principles of equal treatment (Paper 5); and iv) strategizing and reflecting over 
existing practice in relation to citizen reactions and the impact of algorithms 
(Paper 5). 

The processes illustrate a new way of external communication in which the 
external actors are not only receivers of information but also co-creators of 
content and connections (Lusch and Vargo 2011). They provide resources which, 
integrated with other resources, can generate benefits and new resources. As 
elaborated on above, social media platforms, municipalities and citizens are 
mutually dependent on each other, and all three contribute resources and benefit 
from resource integration. Citizens can for instance provide information about 
their experience of public facilities by replying to municipal posts and questions 
in social media and service or they can post their own experiences or opinions on 
the municipal Facebook page. They can benefit from the interaction by being 
aware of, influencing and utilizing relevant facilities and service. When citizens 
can see that the municipality pays attention to their opinions and experiences, 
citizens build up legitimacy for the municipality. In the same way municipalities 
are dependent on citizens to react to the performance of facilities and service so 
that they know whether they are meeting expectations and needs of citizens. 
Interaction between citizens and municipality can also bring benefits to the 
platforms. As resources such as citizen expertise and experience of public service 
are transformed into interaction data (through clicks, likes, shares, etc.), resources 
can be collected, rated, sorted, manipulated and used for further development of 
the platform. Platform owners are not interested in the content and connections 
as such, i.e., the qualitative aspects of the resources. As long as the resources are 
of interest to other users engaging in the network of users, platforms will promote 
and steer the content and connections further.  

In all the micro practices identified in Papers 2–5, tensions arise between having 
control vs. taking risks; being personal vs. being authoritative; being politically 
neutral vs. taking a stand; being contextual vs. being broad; expecting mutual 
responsibility for public service vs. serving citizens; and promoting vs. caring for 
democratic values. The tensions cause uncertainty as how to behave in social 
media and can thus explain the communicators’  hesitation to engage fully in 
service innovation, i.e., why social media is mainly used for information 
dissemination and not primarily for enabling dialogue and “deep” involvement by 
citizens that can change habits towards more sustainable living (Navarra and 
Cornford, 2012).  
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Tensions and contradictions can arguably occur due to collisions between social 
media mechanisms and the communicators’ struggle to align with different 
government rationales, as discussed above. However, it is also likely that this 
occurs due to the lack of control and uncertainty of who will interact and what 
the consequences of the coming interaction will be. The exchange of resources 
(knowledge, skills, deeds) in service arrangements is not an exchange between two 
entities known beforehand but is rather constituted by intra-action, i.e., they 
emerge in the encounters (Orlikowski and Scott, 2015). Social media platform 
algorithms are programmed to steer traffic in certain directions with the main 
purpose to enable interaction and establish relations. However, exactly how the 
algorithms operate is partly unknown to the user, both because of business secrets 
(Zuboff, 2015) but also because algorithms rely on future emerging users’ 
interactions, which are not yet known (Orlikowski and Scott, 2015). What is 
known beforehand is that the exchange will take place between users and users, 
platform owner and users, and the organization hosting the social media 
platforms (van Dijck and Poell, 2013). However more detail about who is going 
to participate and with what knowledge, intention and in what role, is partly 
unknown in advance. In that way, the scene for the encounters and the exchange 
of resources is not known beforehand but rather emerges in practice. The 
emerging encounters enable new possibilities for the communicators to establish 
relationships beyond those already existing internally and externally, for instance: 
politicians and administrative staff in other departments and institutions (Papers 
2, 3); relatives of the patients (Paper 3); and youths that prefer to use Snapchat 
rather than Facebook (Paper 4).  

 However, the unpredictability can also be tough and time consuming, and it 
constantly puts communicators in a situation where they have to consider their 
role as a public servant. The communicators experience themselves as the 
outward face to citizens and a small mistake can spoil the reputation not only of 
the individual communicator but also of the whole municipality (Paper 5). The 
role as a municipal communicator in the emerging approach to public service 
means to have more space to make decisions and act independently. That is 
empowering but also demands more responsibility and competence to act on 
emerging encounters. The emerging encounters may develop skills to be proactive 
in order to professionally handle unknown situations.  

In the service innovation literature, the intra-action is enabled through resource 
liquefaction and density of resource exchange (Normann 2001).  To design for 
density, e.g. to deliberately target and match actors and other resources for co-
creation of benefits, can be a strategy for municipalities to decrease the 
uncertainty that today may hamper service efforts. However, for service innovation 
to be enhanced, and to solve complex problems together with diverse actors, not 
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only safe and well-established relationships, actors and resources need to be 
included, but also those that may not have been involved before. A certain level 
of uncertainty is the essence of innovation, otherwise it is not something new but 
rather something well-known.  

In an emerging approach to government and public service, both citizens and 
communicators have a democratic responsibility for service innovation. Citizens 
in particular have the power to interact or not and, in that way, promote and steer 
content and connection. In the same way, municipalities also have a responsibility 
to enable citizens to react or not. The municipal communicators are important 
actors in the design process of public service. 

As actors in service arrangements the communicators take the role both as 
ideator, designer and intermediary (Lusch and Nambisan 2015). The role of the 
ideator in a service innovation perspective is to take responsibility for what 
resources are needed in service innovation. It also means to strategically gather 
actors with common interests so that resource integration and reconfiguration 
can be stimulated. For the communicators it involves making transparent to 
citizens what the municipality needs from them in order to improve public service 
and to translate knowledge between actors in general to create a shared worldview 
so that actors can connect and resources can be exchanged (Paper 2). A more 
active citizenship or “we-government” is a mental model that has been used to 
envision such new roles of active citizens and municipality as a facilitator (Linders 
2012). However, there is a fine line between monitoring citizens and surveillance, 
which needs to be taken into account in such work. 

Working with public service also implies taking the role as a designer. The designer 
has the capacity to adjust the designer’s own work processes to facilitate benefits. 
Their role implies mixing and matching different resources. In the role of the 
communicator one important task is to understand and take advantage of 
algorithms and the crowd and how they interplay and how social media 
mechanisms affect which actors connect, what resources are exchanged, and what 
the outcome of the co-creation of resources may be. As a communicator that 
means the complex task of considering consequences of different strategies in 
social media in relation to different government rationales. Processes of trial and 
error of different social media practices and careful reflecting over benefits and 
beneficiaries in processes of algorithmic work (Paper 5) may be a way forward. 

Finally, the third part of the role as a municipal communicator implies taking the 
role as an intermediary. As explained in more detail in Paper 2, this role involves 
crossing boundaries between different groups of actors, exploring non-obvious 
connections, and exporting and importing knowledge across boundaries. In the 
communicators’ work this is important in order to reach out to and involve all 
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citizens, involve the politicians in the discussions when they themselves don’t feel 
authorized to take a stand on political issues, and to crosscheck with and learn 
from colleagues within and outside their own municipality.  

From a service innovation perspective, it is the local happenings and the familiar 
and compassionate experience that help actors to share a worldview and thereby 
increase the chance of value co-creation. The contextually specific, familiar tone, 
and topics and tonality that are evocative are thereby important resources for 
public service innovation, since they bundle actors and other resources 
(conversations, likes and shares on Facebook) that can increase density.  

 

6.4 Delimitations and Future Research 

The thesis is limited to a Swedish context. Since all nations have their own unique 
challenges and prerequisites based on for instance political organization and 
advancement of welfare systems and technological infrastructures, the results in 
the thesis cannot be generalized to municipalities globally. Even though the 
quantitative analyses in the thesis expands the empirical setting to include a great 
part of Swedish municipalities, the major part of the analyses in the thesis are 
based on empirical data gathered in a limited number of municipalities, 
pragmatically selected due to already existing relationships with the university. 
Future research can expand the empirical setting to involve more municipalities 
within Sweden and in other parts of the world, to shed light on differences and 
as such be able to draw more generalizable conclusions.  

In the thesis the correlation analysis in Paper 1 contributes to the conclusion that 
social media is mainly used for information dissemination and not primarily for 
collaboration and participation. It is worth pointing out that the results in the 
paper are “only” drawn from a snapshot in time and from correlations, not from 
causal relationships. However, together with results from the other papers in the 
thesis and with related research, the claim we make can be argued to be valid 
enough. Future research can thus, with the same methods, study Facebook 
performance over time. Such an approach would strengthen the results and 
contribute to more robust conclusions. Since I can see indications that the 
municipal communicators advance their understanding and skills over time 
regarding information and communication with social media, future research can 
also study the municipal communicators’ learning over time and more clearly 
suggest methods for such continuous learning.  
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The thesis has a focus on communicators in the municipality, not on citizens. 
Future research can focus more on digital public service innovation from a 
citizens’ perspective.  

Regarding the specific results in the thesis the micro practices identified can all be 
studied in more detail, and from different perspectives. “Algorithmic work” in 
particular is a phenomenon that could be more tightly coupled with research on 
professionalism and professional work in general beyond the public sector.  
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7 Conclusion and Implications  

The thesis is based on a longitudinal study of Swedish municipalities and focuses 
on the interaction between municipal communicators and citizens when social 
media is used as a complementary channel for information and communication. 
It describes and explains how municipal communicators’ demand for 
transparency, accountability and responsiveness come to a head when control 
over content and connections is lacking. 

Expectations have been high in both research and practice on social media as a 
strategy for municipalities to innovate public service and make local government 
more participatory and inclusive. Previous research and results from the five 
studies in the thesis indicate however that municipalities mainly use social media 
for information dissemination of municipal facilities and service, and not so much 
for dialogue and inclusion of citizens in government operations. This can be a 
problem since citizens expect municipalities to be responsive and relevant in the 
same communication channels as they are themselves. Social media also tends to 
increase the openness of government operation. A low engagement in social 
media on the part of municipalities risks exposing government operations out of 
context, and if no one is there to explain, the reputation of the government may 
be eroded. 

 With this background research is needed that can explain why potential citizen 
and municipal engagement in social media is not realized. As such the thesis 
explores how everyday social media practice by municipal communicators is 
enacted. The conclusion may be that municipal communicators’ social media 
practice is paved with tensions and contradictions related to having control vs. 
taking risks, being personal vs. being authoritative, being politically neutral vs. 
taking a stand, being contextual vs. being broad, expecting mutual responsibility 
for public service vs. serving citizens, and promoting vs. caring for democratic 
values. 

The tensions are variously conceptualized in the thesis as micro practices 
involving: i) boundary crossing between different groups of actors that challenge 
existing relationships between citizens and municipality and the role as public 
servant; ii) balancing a professional tone with a more personal one, when the 
audience is unknown; iii) negotiating and prioritizing between being contextually 
sensitive and supporting principles of equal treatment; and iv) strategizing and 
reflecting over existing practice in relation to citizen reactions and the impact of 
algorithms. 
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With an engaged scholarship research approach, related research on social media 
logic, e-government, e-governance and digital public service innovation, and with 
the help of the theoretical perspectives “service innovation,” “practice 
perspective” and “sociomateriality,” the thesis  contributes extended insights into 
how social media platform mechanisms support different government rationales 
in processes of sociomaterial service and; how such practice can be understood 
as creative processes leading towards public service innovation.  

The thesis also makes a practical contribution to government public servants 
using social media and to municipal communicators in particular. The longitudinal 
and engaged scholarship research approach has allowed me to follow some 
participants for a longer time and some for a shorter time. An important reflection 
made of such meetings is that those participants who have engaged in research 
and practice together with researchers and peer communicators are more secure 
and flexible in their activity in social media and they have more advanced 
reasoning regarding their own and other people’s use. As such I propose both 
communicators and managers in government to engage together in networks of 
others working with social media and to discuss for instance the mission of the 
government in relation to the aim of using social media, what tensions arise in the 
social media practice and why, and how algorithms are shaping the social media 
practice.
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Social Media as Sociomaterial Service

The thesis is based on a longitudinal study of Swedish municipalities and focuses on 
the interaction between municipal communicators and citizens when social media is 
used as a complementary channel for information and communication. It describes and 
explains how municipal communicators’ demand for transparency, accountability and 
responsiveness come to a head when control over content and connections is lacking. 
The thesis contributes with extended insights into how social media platform mech-
anisms support different government rationales in processes of sociomaterial service 
and; how such practice can be understood as creative processes leading towards public 
service innovation.
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